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A complete set of detail drawings were made of the "Five Year
Tape Transport" and are available from NASA-GSFC. A list of these




DRAWING LIST FOR FIVE-YEAR TAPE TRANSPORT
DRAWING TOTAL DESCRIPTION &
NUMBER PART NAME QUANTITY SPECIFICATION
C-0100 Drive Capstan 1
B-0101 Spring Cap 1
B-0102 Tach. Bushing 1
B-0103 Capstan Roller 1
B-0104 Drive Capstan Shaft 1
A-0105 Capstan Motor 1 Purchased Part
A-0106 Motor Ring 1
A-0107 Retaining Key 1
A-0108 Bearing/Roller Spacer 1
A-0109 Capstan SpringlWasher 1
C-0110 Upper Housing 1
C-0111 Lower Housing 1
A-0112 Idler Bearing 2 Purchased Part
A-0113 Spring 1 Purchased Part
C-0125 Adj. Idler 2
A-0126 Thrust Washer 1
A-0127 Diff. Screw 1
B-0128 Idler Housing 1
B-0129 Crown Roller 1
B-0130 Thrust Cap I
B-0131 Idler Shaft 1
C-0150 Reel Assembly 1
D-0151 Reel Base 1
B-0152 Reel Shaft 1
C-0153 Reel Hub 1
C-0154 Bearing Housing 1




DRAWING TOTAL DESCRIPTION &
NUMBER PART NAME QUANTITY SPECIFICATION
B-0156 Motor Ret. Ring 1
B-0157 Bearing Spacer 1
C-0158 Reel Flange 2
B-0159 Brg. Ret. Ring 1
B-0160 Bearing Cap 1
B-0161 Spring Cap 1
A-0162 Reel Bearing 2 Purchased Part
A-0163 V-Ring Seal 2
D-0164 Mounting Deck 1
B-0165 Deck Support Foot 4
B-0166 Deck Cover 1
D-0167 Deck Layout ---
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Consider a piece of tape (Figure B-1) contacting a double
coned roller with its free end displaced by an amount S. The
line of contact between the tape and the coned roller is assumed
straight to simplify the analysis.
The tape is analyzed as two individual pieces of tape,
divided by the roller center and contacting each half of the
double coned roller at angles cp and cp2 where:
P = 7 + B- y' (1)
c2 = - + Y' (2)
The 'angle y is the angle the contact line normals (n & n 2 ) make
with the centerline of the roller. From Figure B-I it can be
seen that,
tan y = x 2 - Xl (3)
y
for any point on the contact line a distance y from the center
of the roller.
By the use of similar triangles,
sin _ x l D-- 2 y tan a (4)
D - 2 y tan a 2L
2
therefore,








Figure B-1 TAPE CONTACT WITH DOUBLE CONE ROLLER
similarly,
x2 2=2D (6)
sin 2 7 2  L
and,and, D2  (7)
x2 =
Substitution of equations (5) and (7) into equation (3)
yields: D2  (D - 2 y tan a)2
ta 4L (8)tan =y
If a small angle approximation (tan a a) is used and
,2 terms neglected, equation (8) then becomes:
-1t D (9)
y = tan ( ) (9)
The angle p is the angle between the centerline of the
roller and the centerline of the tape assuming that the tape
is undeformed when its free end is displaced. The angle P
may be determined from geometry as,
= -1 a - Yo) (10)
L
The angle y ' is the slope of the tape at the roller with respect
to the undeformed tape centerline. In order to determine yo
the tape is considered as a beam, fixed at , and simply 
supported
at the roller, The loading of the beam at the roller results
from an unbalanced stress distribution in the tape, when the 
center
of the tape is displaced from the center of the roller. 
The un-
balanced stress distribution develops a restoring moment 
about
the tape centerline. The slope of the tape is computed 
from the
equation, Mc L  (11)
B-3
In order to analyze the action of the tape at the roller,
the longitudinal stress distribution in the tape must first be
determined, Assuming the longitudinal stress (or strain) depends
only on roller geometry, the stress at any distance, y, from the
center of the roller is given by:
J(y) = m+ C (Y) (12)
where:
r(y) = stress at any distance from the center
of the roller
Ce = stress at major diameter
(y) = stress due to roller geometry
The stress due to roller geometry may be determined from the
strain as expressed in the equation below.
r(y) 09 (y) (y)
.(y) = ~ y) E = E 13)
r r D
The roller radius for a double cone roller as a function of the
distance from roller center- r< ') is given below. The small angle
approximation of tana - a is made in deriving this equation,
r(y) = - ya. (double cone) (14)
Substituting equation (14) into (13) and neglecting changes
in the wrap angle A9 (y) for changes in y, equation (12) becomes,
a (y) = 2-' (15)
m D
Refering to Figure B-2, the resultant force developed at the









FIGURE B-2 RESULTANT FORCES AND MOMENTS
IN TAPE PASSING OVER A DOUBLE
CONED ROLLER
B-5
may be determined by integration of the stress distribution
between the limits (a,b) of tape contact.
T = c(y) t dy (m. - 2yaE t dy (16)
a a
Since the stress at the major diameter ( ) and the limits of
contact (a and b) are unknown, an iterative procedure must be
used. Hence,the stress distribution integrated between the
limits of tape contact equals the tape tension (equation 16).
Furthermore the stress at the limits of contact is equal to zero,
provided the contact width is less than the tape width, that is;
u(a) = 0 if a Wy - (17)
c(b) = 0 if b < y + W (18)
The stress distribution at the roller is resolved into a
moment about the center of the tape and a tangential force
acting in the direction of the line contact. Thus,
Mc / (Yo - y )  (y) t dy (19)
a
V1  a (y) sin T1 t dy (20)
a
b
V2 a= (y) sin 2 t dy (21)
The tape moves as a result of the unbalanced tangential
forces on either side of roller center. The direction of
movement is in the direction of largest tangential force.
A non-slip condition is assumed to exist on the side having
the greatest tangential force. The side with the least force
B-6
is assumed to slide without resistance. As the tape is ad-
vanced by dx, it is screwed over an amount 0yo at the helix
angle 0 on the side with the largest shear force where,
ay ° = dx sin 0 (22)
With the tape displaced by an amount Ly from its previous
position, the moment about the center of the tape and the tan-
gential force components are again calculated. If the tangential
forces are not balanced on either side of the roller, the tape
is again screwed over Ay o as defined by equation (22).
For a constant displacement of the free end, S, the pro-
cedure is repeated until equilibrium is reached.
The free end of tape may also be given a harmonic disturbance
defined by:
2ix
S = A. sin 7 (23)1
where:
Ai = peak amplitude of the disturbance, in.
A = wavelength of the disturbance, in.
x = amount of tape advanced, in.
Since equilibrium cannot be obtained with a sinusoidal input
disturbance, attenuation of the input amplitude Ai to the peak
output amplitude Ao is computed as follows:
A




The longitudinal stress distribution for a spherically
crowned roller can also be expressed by equations 12 and 13.
The expression for the radius of a spherical roller at
any distance y is,
r (y- [1 - 1 - (y/p) 2  (spherical) (25)
Substituting into equation (13) and neglecting changes in wrap
angle AG (y) yields,
(Y) - - 2pE I - (y/p)2] (26)
which is the expression for the stress distribution over a
spherically crowned roller.
The analysis of a spherical roller is similar to that for
the double cone,except that the contact line can no longer be
approximated by a straight line. The angley , which is the
angle the contact line normally makes with the centerline of
the roller, is no longer constant on either side of the roller.
Referring to Figure B-3, the angle y can, however, be
defined as:
x 2 - x I
tan = 1  (27)y
at any distance y from the center of the roller. Also, by
similar triangles, 2














sin 2 =2- D L
and
x2  (31)
Substitution of equation (29) and (31) into equation (27) yields:
j = tan - - (32)
Instead of two pieces of tape divided at the roller center, the
tape contacting a spherical roller is divided into numerous pieces
of width dy. The moment about the center of the tape and the
tangential force components are calculated as before except the
angle y is now a function of position on the roller in the ex-
pressions for cp1 and 2'o
The tape is assumed to move laterally in the direction of
largest tangential force as before, although the helix angle T
used in equation 22 is defined as the average 0 angle on the
side with the largest tangential force, i.e.,




The preceding tape guidance analysis is programmed in the
Fortran IV language. The input data specifications are given
in Table B-l. A logic flow diagram for the program is shown
in Figure B-4. A print of the program,the input data list, and






Number Name Description Width Format Units
1 D Major diameter 1-10 F 10.0 in.
T Tension 11-20 " oz.
W Tape width 21-30 " in.
R Crown Radius(R=0,0 for double coned) 31-40 " in.
DALPHA Cone angle(DALPHA=0.0 for spherical) 41-50 " deg.
2 TC Oxide thickness 1-20 F 10.0 in.
TM Mylar thickness 11-20 " in.
EC Oxide elastic modulus 21-30 " psi.
EM Mylar elastic modulus 31-40 " psi.
3 AI Offset or amplitude for harmonic
disturbance 1-20 F 10.0 in.
LAM Wavelength of harmonic disturbance
(LAM = 0.0 for constant offset) 11-20 " in.
LENGTH Tape lead-in length 21-30 " in.
DX Step size in length direction 31-40 " in.
DY Step size in width direction 41-50 " in.
XMAX Tape length passed over roller 51-60 " in.
NPRT Print interval 61-70 I 10
READ WRITE HEADING
D, T, W, R, a, tc, D, T, W, R, a, t i ,  CALC x = 0
ENTRY Ec, E, A i , , t , Ec, E , Ai, X' E, , I = 0
L, dx, d y, max  L, dx d, max o = 0
T
M= (wt)
WRITE CALC SUBROUTINE CALC x = x + d
x, S, Yo, V S AsinCALC ----- o
Mc ' Wc , a m  (i1' '2 y, 
o(y), Y(y)
WC , am
WRITE M 0 V: .01 I21 dy 
>x, Yo' V, Mc  0
Wc , °m  >
ATT = (1 - A'100 x xmax
Figure B-4 FLOW CHART FOR GUIDANCE PROGRAM
%EMt LF-NCHqjMCqLAM
2* DIMEKNSION Y (500) *<W;(5(00) GAM(5OO)
3* 1 WEAD)(S,?)[)TWNktALPrATCTMECEMSLAMLENGTH9DX9DY9XMAX9NPRT
4* 2 FOR~jt-1 (V I.0/4F 1O.0/bF10eO.I110)
WHITE (6, 3)
64,3 F(.'A1 (1HI,';X94flH CPUOjNEO GUIDE ROLLER TRANSIENT ANALYSIS////)
7* IF (LAM.L 1-. 1 ).E-4) 601 TO 4
4 V! kw1 T' 6 10
10 F!AA (ciXg-i6H CONSTANT OFFSET////)
15 IF (Q., I~ *U *0 -4 ) GO TO 1-1
16 i F OkrtA r(SiX1 7H SPHERICAL HULLER////)
I O~ k1IE(M,&6 T,9!),t
e6 FtkmkM -XtO7H PHYiSICAL PAHAMATES///
* 1 8 AH 3-lAPr.- rLNS1ON409FL.,22X941H ()Z.,/
W 6)kll I 11 APF w~ITHI.40,FAO.3,2XP4H IN.,,
.3 HA i 16h W3)L L FR f) T AMETF R T 4 0 9F 10. 3 92X,94 H IN. 9/
?1 4 5A13 H CrOWN RntDIUST40qF1O.22X,4H IN*//)
22*~ iU 10 V'
I I FOR~MA T (') -, 'nH D)OHLE COUNW RULLER////)
12 f; FNmA T (tiX 20H PHYSI CAL PARAMA TERS///
21*~ 1 bX913H TtoPt TE'4SI0[J,40FIO,22A,4H OZ9,/l
3 6.1'i ULER DIAMF'fE~qT409FI0,3.P2X,4H IN.,/
3 0 4 bxII; CUo'JF AN6LE,140,F10.?,9'?X,5H DE~o//)
3 1 1 9 1 TEi (6 , 13 ) T C p T!-- , E EM
3?* 13 F 0R,!O AT( 5A 16H TiPE PRUPERTIES///
33 1 hxI 6H~ ())k I.E Tr1CKThSST4qF1O.5q2Xt4HI./
34 ~? Mi<.5I1 tilY LA R TMtiC(KIESS-PT4OgFlO.5,2X,4H IN../
-~4 6bX,?r1 OXIDE ELASTIC M0DULtUST40,F1O.OqdX94H PSI9/
4) A??H M 'L AR ELASTIC MO0DULUST40,F1O.O,2XP4H PST//)
-3 7 60(,iL.1 -)G TO 6
k TF (# I f) )SLLg,EGTHUAD)YXM-AX
h9 FU-A 1 (1) X 0 H 6111)ANJC E P AkAM A TERS//
40* e~ I .y1 INPUTJ AtP-lTULt.T409F1O.392X9
4 H IN@.P/
41* ? t5X,)2H wAVEr LENGTH,1409F1O.392X,4H IN*9/
4?* 33A1hLEAD4(-IN LENG1H,140,F1O.3,2X.t4H IN*9/
4.3* 4 8X*191'i STEP SIZE (LENG3TH)9r40,FIo.3,2X,4H IN.,/
44* o; ej~~ P S IZ E ( -vI .T H) 9T 4 0,9F 13,v2.A 94H I N.
4 A b 1 H ;-AX1'MUM LEN(,TI1T4+OF.3,2X94H 1I'*//)
41!* r.53 FOjR(1AT(IHjSX,12H TAPE TFRAVFL*T?5,bH INPUTT399?H OUTPUT9T5b,
4* 1 bH I5-HFARPT69'7 MO10,iENT9TE81,14+H CONTACT WIOTHT100,5H MAXOP/
4"0 P?1*23,10OH aMPLIrUJDEqr37,10H AMPLITUDET99,7H STRESS,/T10jbH (IN.),
3 'r?2".6H (1-J.)9T40,bH (IN9),TS5,6H (LFS)9T6899H (LBS-IN)*TB59








54* 14 FORMrAT(SX,20H GUIDANCE PARAMATERS///
5" 1 BX,7H OFFSETT40,F10.3,2X,4H IN.,/
5'1). ? belSH LEAD-IN LENGTH,T40,Fi0.3,2X,4Hl IN./
57 3 il9mr sTEP 517E (LENGTH),T40FlO.3,2X,9H IN,/
-4 ~XllHl STEP SIZE (wlUTH),T40FI0.3,2X,4H IN*,/
? 5 9 .15H MIAXIMUM LENGTH,T40,F1O.3,2X,4H IN.//)
60) w IT -(6,50)
61 Sn .FOHNi f(IHI,5X,12H IAPE TRAVELiT26,H SHIFT,T40,6H SHEAR,T549
1 7H- y)O1FiFNTIT6b14H CONTACT wIDTHTBI,12H MAX. STRESS9/
V3 2 i1;,bH (jbN.) T 9 6 r N (I T.),T40 6H (L8S),T53,9H (L8S-IN),T709
043 H (IN.) 'T85,6H (PS1)//)
6') 7 T=T/l .
AL PA=iA) ALPHA/57.296
S3 T * K=T H 2TC
7 * 3. 4
71 AL 0.
7p IJF (LA1.L . .t-4) AI=
78 R ETA= A. I LE NTTH
73* X=0.0
7 7 ' +:"  =O .0
78* NA=NP R T
79 .* K=U
808*C S I (G;C= T/ (J* TIK)
AIa * 99 CALI.. STESS( DT,WRALPHAI ENG THE YOODYTHKiYiSIGiGAMNiWCiSIGM)
k 4 V2=0 U
o Pht I I A= , 0n
86* PHI ?,A,=0.0
87# 0.* 20 J=1,N
aH* MC=mC+ (Yo-Y (J)) *SI (J) *Y*-HK
A o IF (Y(J).GI .0.0) GO TO 21
c; () PHII=GAM(J)+i3BE A-YUP
9]:" PrlIA=PI IA+PHI1
9 V 1 =V +STG(J) *PH11 *Y*THK
93* (-t) TO 2?o
94* 1 PHI2=GA., (J) -bETA+YOP
q9 PriA=PHI2A+PHI?2
9f, V= V^ -ST 6 (J) PH I 2* Y i K
97C 20 CONT I',IF
98* P-Il=PH11A/N99* P IAP-I I A/N
100+ V=V] +V2
1)* IF r,x.NF.rPR ) :0 T() 4
102* T (LA,1.LT.1o.E-4) GO lo 23
103 I lE (,5I1) XAI YO,V,MCWCSIGM
]04o* 1~ FoI R.AT (F1S.3, 4F]5.5,Fib.3FlS.1)
10 5* X 0
106* UI (YO*GT.AO) AO=YO
107" ATT=(1.-AO/S)*100.
10H* IF(.(4.E.Xr'4X) GO TO 25
1 C, () 1O ?4
110" 23 wHITE(6.52)X,YO,V,MC,WCSIGM
111" 52 FORMLT(2F5.32Fl5.5F15i.3F15.1)
11B-15 Page 2 of 3




115" IF(K.EQ.5) (G0 TO 22
116* IF(X.GE.XMAX) GO TO 30
1" 24 X=X+DX
NX=NX+1
1 i AI=S*SI, ( 2.*PI*X/LAM)




1? ;4 YOP= (MC*LENGT h) / (H .*E* I)
HETA=(AI-YO)/LENGTH
12 GU 10 99
]27. . 22 4rPITE(6,,r )59,Y
128* 54 FORMAT(10,5X,6H FOR AF5.3,28H OFFSET, THE TAPE REACHED AN
I* . 1 15H EQUILIBRIUM ATF5.3,35H (IN) FROM THE CENTER OF THE ROLLER/)
(13u TO 30
1 3 1 25 WRITE(6.55)X,ATT
1o2 55 r FIUrAIj (0',SXh AFTEk,F7.3,34H INCHES OF TAPETHE ATTENUATION IS
13 3 1 ,F6.2,9H PFRCENT)
134* 30 CON7INIUE
135* r;0 TO 1
13 END
I* SU;iH UTIrJE STRESS (U(wr,,,ALPHA,LENGTHE,YO,ODYTHKYoSIGGAMeNo
2* 1 wCSIG,)
3* FNEAL LENG T H
4 PIMENSION Y(500),SIG(0O),GAM(500)
e 100 IF(, LT.10 .E- )  G (O TO 101
SC= ( "SIG ) / ( R* )
7* A=-'S( RT (C-C*C/ 4. )
,o 0 TO 102
S i A=(- I= -)*S IM) / (2. *E*ALPHA)
11 FI (.L .YU-w/2.) A=YO-W/?.
12I i F(+. G .Y)+ / 2.) B Y0 w /2.
13* C= -A
1* P=0n
I1I y(J)=+Y/2?. +(J1) *DY
1A* IF(IR.L .T. 1 E-4) GO TO 104
1 9" 5 ( J ) =S I GM-2. *R*E/0* ( 1. -SQR ( .- ( Y ( J )/R ) ** ) )
2 GA (J) = ( ARS ( Y(J)) ) / (2.R*LENGTH)
21 (t) 10 1 6
2?_ 104 S1G(J) =SIM- ( .*F*ALPtH *A S(Y (J) )/D)
23* GA'i1(J) =)*ALPHA/LENGTH
24* 106 P=P*S(J)*DY*THK
25* 103 CON fINUlt
26* IF(AHS(T-P).LT.0.01*T) (O TO 111
27* SIG h=S I ),M(T-P)/( WC *TH K)
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CROWNED GUIDE POLLER TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
HARMONIC INPUT
0I)):, - CONED POLLFP
P-iHYCAL PARAMATES5
TAPE TEASION 10.00 OZ.
TAPE WIDTH 1.000 IN,
ROLLER DIAMETEN 1,500 IN.
CO(iNE ANGLE 2 00 DEG.
TAPF POPERTIES
OXIDE THICKNESS .00020 IN.
MYIoAR THICKNESS .00092 IN.
OX1E ELASTIC MODULUS 10000 PSI
MYLAR ELASTIC MODULUS 650000, PSI
rGtI)!) ,AICF PAPAAATERS
INPUT oMPLITUDF ,020 IN.
WAVE LENGTH 4.000 IN.
LF D-IN LENGTH , 280 IN,
STkP SIZE (LFNGTH) .100 IN,
STFP SIZE (IIOTH) ,010 IN.
MAXIMUM LENGTH 20.000 IN.
Figure B-6
Input Data to Tape Guidance Program
B-17
TAPF TRAVFL IN1UT 00fPUT SHEAR MOMENT CONTACT WIDIH MAX.
;.atL I I UJ!F AMPL I TUK)t STRESS
(IN.) (I .) (I .) (LHS) (L S-I N) (IN ) (PSI)
.000 Uooo) . oooou . o0o26 .00006 .295 37'89.8
.200 .00b1 .001i30 .00097 .00087 .295 3789.8
.400 .0l7) .0?271 .00157 .00175 .295 3789.8
.600 .01618 ,00421 .00199 .00269 .295 3789.8
.800 .01 o02 .00571 .00217 .00367 .295 3789.8
1,00U .02(00 .00135 .00208 .00466 .295 3789.8
1.200 .019f .0091 .00170 .00563 s295 3789.8
1,400 .01618 .01039 .00106 .00656 .295 3789.8
1.600 .01176 .01175 ,00021 .00742 .295 3789.8
1,800 .00618 .01175 -. 00061 .00741 *295 3789.8
2.000 .00000 .01041 -. 00131 .00657 .295 3789,8
2.200 -. 008l .00896 -,00200 .00567 *295 3789.8
2.400 -.01176 ,00741 -. 00258 .00469 .295 3789.8
S 2.,600 -. 01o18 .00t)77 -. 00298 .00367 .295 3789.8
2.800 -. 01902 .00408 -. 00314 .00261 *295 3789.8
S 3.000 -. 02000 .00238 -. 00303 .00154 .295 3789.8
3.200 -. 01902 .000170 -. 00264 .00050 .295 3789.8
3.400 -. 01618 -. 00090 -,00198 -.00051 .295 3789.8
3.600 -. 01176 -. 00240 -. 00111 -.00144 *295 3789,8
3.800 -. 00u18 -,00375 -,00009 -.00229 .295 3789,8
4.000 -. 00000 -. 00372 .00082 -,00227 .295 3789,8
4.200 .00618 -. 00233 .00151 -.00140 .295 3789.8
18.800 -.01902 .00232 -. 00288 .00151 .295 3789.8
19.000 -. 02000 .00066 -. 00277 .00047 .295 3789,8
19.200 -. 01902 -. 00098 -. 00238 -. 00056 *295 3789,8
19.400 -. 01616 -. 00254 -. 00173 -. 00154 *295 3789.8
19.600 -.011U7 -. 00400 -. 00087 -. 00245 0295 3789,8
19.800 -. 00618 -,0053e .00015 -. 00327 ,295 3789,8
20.000 -. 00000 -. 00404 .00087 -. 00247 *295 3789,8
20,200 .00618 -. 00264 .00156 -. 00160 .295 3789,8
AFTER 20.200 INCHES OF TAPETHE ATTENUATION IS 41.24 PERCENT
Figure B-7
Output Data to Tape Guidance Program
APPENDIX C
TAPE STRESSES OVER CROWNED ROLLERS
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APPENDIX C
TAPE STRESSES OVER CROWNED ROLLERS
Many magnetic tape recorders use crowned rollers to stabilize
and guide the tape during the record and to reproduce operating
modes. The resulting mechanical stresses introduced into the tape,
as a result of bending around these crowned rollers, is of interest
to the tape transport designer, Extremely high stresses can
severely damage the tape and degrade its useful life. Consequently,
an analytical computer program was developed which allows the
rapid and accurate calculation of mechanical stress within the
tape. This appendix presents a general discussion of the compu-
tational procedure used, the range of capability, the computer
program, and the input/output requirements.
Consider a typical tape roller element as shown in Figure
C-1. The tape is under tension and wrapped around a crowned
roller. Stresses are developed within the tape due to:
* tape tension
* bending in the axial tape direction
* bending in the lateral tape direction
Furthermore, the stress components can be computed separately
and combined using the principal of superposition.
Two points should be noted concerning the behavior of the
tape. First, the tape does not necessarily maintain contact
with the roller across the entire width of the tape. Since the
tape can support very little compressive force, the stresses in
the non-contacting portion are assumed to be zero.
Secondly, the axial strain distribution or profile is only
dependent upon the geometry of the roller. Since elastic be-









Figure C-1 TAPE ROLLER SYSTEM
C-2
the roller geometry. It should also be noted that the stress or
strain developed is not dependent upon the magnitude of the
wrap angle.
The computer program uses an iterative procedure to determine
the axial stress distribution across the contact width of the
tape. Thus, a stress distribution is assumed consistent with the
roller geometry. The tensile force resulting from the integration
of the stress distribution must then equal the total tape tension.
In this way, the contact width and stress magnitude are determined.
The program considers the tape as a bilayer elastic beam,
i.e., one layer is the base material (mylar) and the second layer
is the oxide coating. Hence the program accounts for the different
thicknesses and elasticities of these materials. In addition,
the Poisson effect due to lateral bending is included in the cal-
culation of the axial tensile stresses.
Four basic types of crowned rollers may be stress analyzed
with the program. These rollers, shown in Figure C-2, are defined
by specifying zero or positive values for the variables R
(spherical radius) and a (cone angle). In addition, the oxide
side of the tape may be defined to be against the roller (I = 1)
or away from the roller (I = 0) by specifying the proper value
of the integer.
Program Input/Output
Thepput data necessary for program execution is entered
on two data cards as shown in Table C-1. The variable names,
descriptions and formats are as shown.
A complete program listing is shown as Figure C-3. The pro-
gram is written in the Fortran IV language.
A typical output sheet showing the format is given in
Figure C-4. The physical parameters and tape properties entered
are listed for easy verification. The actual computed width of






















Number Name Description Width Format Units
1 I = I, oxide out 1 Ii
= 0, oxide in 1 II ---
D Roller diameter 2-10 F9.0 in.
TT Tape tension 11-20 F10.0 oz
W Tape width 21-30 F10.0 in.
R Spherical radius 31-40 F10.0 in.
ALF Cone angle 41-50 F10.0 deg
2 TO Oxide thickness 1-10 F10.0 in.
TM Mylar thickness 11-20 F10.0 in.
EO Oxide elastic modulus 21-30 F10.0 psi
EM Mylar elastic modulus 31-40 F10.0 psi
PO Poisson's ratio, oxide 41-50 Fl0.0 ---
PM Poisson's ratio, mylar 51-60 F10.0
1" i READ(52) IoDTT,WRALF
2* 2 FORMAT (lio9t0o#F00,O)
3* READ (5,3) TOTMEOEMPO,PM
4* 3 FORMAT (6Pt100)
5* ALP=0,0174533*ALF
A,* W;ITE (6,9)












19* GO TO 50
20* 44 WRITE(6,4A)TTW,O,R,ALF
21* GO TO 50
22* 45 WRITE(6,49)TTWPDALF
23* 46 FCR:1AT(5X,45HSTRAIGHT ROLLER ////
24* 15x,19wPHYSICAL PARAMATERS ///
25* ? 8X,S3HTAPE TENSION ,F1O,2,X,3HOZo#,
26* 3 8X,3OHTAPE WIDTH ,FIO3,2X#3kIN, D/
27* 4 BX#3OHROLLER DIAMETER ,Fi03,2X*3HINs//
2S* 47 Fr)' 1AT(5X.45HSPHERICALLY CROWNED ROLLER ////
29* 15x,19HPHYSICAL PARAMATERS ///
30* 2 8X,3OHTAPE TENSION ,F102,22X,3MOZe/
31* 5 8XP30HTAPE WIDTH ,F10.3,2X,3HINj/
32* 8X,30HROLLER DIAMETER ,FiD,3,2X3MINel
33* 5 8X*30HCROWN RADIUS ,FO202,2X,3HIN,// 1
34* 48 FORMAT(5X,45HOOU8LE CONED ROLLER WITH RADIUS ////
35* 15X,19WPHYSICAL PARAMATERS ///
36* 1 8X,3OHTAPE TENSION ,FiO,2,sX,3MOZ.,/
37* 3 8X30HTAPE WIDTH ,F10,3,2Xr3MIN,,/
38* 4 RXS30HROLLER DIAMETER ,Fi.3,2X,3HINe,/
39* 5 8Xe30HCROWN RADIUS sF10,2,2X,3HINos/
40* 6 8X,30HCONE ANGLE FiO,2#2X,3MDEG//)
410 49 FORMAT(5X,45HDOdBLE CONED ROLLER ////
42* 15Y,.9WPHYSICAL PAPAMATERS ///
43* 2 8X,30HTAPE TENSION ,Fi0.2,2XH3MOZ,1/
44* 8Xa30HTAPE WIDTH ,Fi0.,~2X3MIN,/
45* 4 8X,30HROLLER DIAMETER ,F10,3,2X,3HINo/
46* 8X,30HCONE ANGLE ,Fi02o,2X,3MDEG//)
47* 50 WRITE (6.11)
4R 1.1 FORMAT (5X,15HTAPE PROPERTIES //)
49* wITE (6,15)TO.TMEO,EMPOPM
500 150FORMAT ( 8X,30HOXIDE THICKNESS ,F1iO,~2X,3HIN s/
51* 1 X,3O0HMYLAR THICKNESS s F$ 2.5 Xe3MIN,/
524 2 8X,30HOXIDE ELASTIC MODULUS F1OO ,2X,3HPS~s/
53* 3 8X,3CHMYLAR ELASTIC MODULUS ,Fi0,O 2X,3HPS-I /
54* 4 RX,30WPOISSON'S RATIO (OXIDE) *FlO.2,2X,3M I/
55* 5 8X3OHPOISSON'S RATIO (MYLAR) ,s10,2,2X#3M #//)
Figure C-3
























*COMMENT* T04E TEST FOR EGOALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BL MEANINGFUJL,
79* IF(R.EGO.)RzTl+T2-Y
82*
















105* 54 TdL = (TT/15.-TI4)/CW


















123* IF (1) 7o7,S
124* 7 SOSL v SLA
125* SOST t STA
1.26* SnS-,/ v SWA
1.27* SOCL a SL8
128* SOCT a STB
129* SOC-A 0 SWR
130* SMSL m SLO
13t* S'MST c STrn
132* SM1SW xSWO
1.33* SMCL m SLC
134* SMCT g STC
135* S1C4 m1 SWC
136* GO TtP 20
137* 8 SOSLm L
138* SCST a STO)
139* SOSW o SWD
1.40* SOCL a SLC
1.41* SOCT a STC
142* SOCW p SWC
1b43* SM1SL c SLA
144# SMST a STA
1.45* SMSW a SWA
1.46* SM1CI m SLB






151* 51 FOR'IAT(/5X33MCONTACT WIDTH Fo10,4.2X3HIN#I/ /
157* IF (1) 25.25p26
153* 25 WRITE (6.12)
154c 12 FOR-AT(5X,43HOXIDE STRESSESPSI (OXIDE AWAY FROM ROLLER)//)
155* GO TO 23
156*o 6 WRITE (6.22)
157o 22 FORMAT (5X,41HOXIDE STRESSES,PSI (OXIDE AGAINST ROLLhR)//)
158* '3 CONTINUE
159* WRITE (6.16) SOSL,SOST.SOSW,SOCLSOCT,SOCW
160* 1.60FOR".AT ( 8Xe30HSURFACELENGTW DIRECTION ,F1OP,2XS3MHPSIs/
161 1. 8Xe30HSURFACEoTHICKNESS DIRECTION ,FIO,0,2X,3HPSI#/
162* X 8 s30HSURFACE,WIDTH DIRECTION ,F 0,0p2Xe3PS!/
163* 3 8Xs3OHCENTER,LENGTH DIRECTION ,FiO0,2XW3MPSb!/
164* 4 8X30HCENTERTHICKNESS DIRECTION ,FioO,2X3MPSI,/
165* 5 AX,30HCENTER,WIDTH DIRECTION #FiOvO.2X,3HPSI//)
166* WITE (6.13)
167* 13 FORA'iAT (5X,18HMYLAN STRESSESPSI //)
31.. WRITE (6,17) SMI'SLSST,SMSW,SMCLSMCT,SMCW
169* 170FORMAT ( 8X,30HSURFACE,LENGTH DIRECTION ,FlO,0o2X3HPSI,/
170* t 8X,3CHSURFACE,THICKNESS DIRECTION ,FIO0,C2X,3HPSI,/
171* 2 8X,30HSURFACE WIDTH DIRECTION ,FlO,0C2X,3HPSI /
172* 3 8X,30HCENTERsLENCTH DIRECTION ,FlO,O2x,3HPSs/
173* 4 8X,30HCENTERTHICKNESS DIRECTION ,FO,C,2X3HPSI/
174e 5 8X30HCENTER,WIDTH DIRECTION ,Fl0O.2x,3HPSI,//)
175* GO TO 1
176 E ND
END OF UnC 1109 FORTRAN V COMPILATION,
1 *CO.'IMENT* 0 DIAGNOSTIC*
0 *ERROR* 0 *FATAL ERROR*
C-9
PRINCIPAL STRESSES IN TAPE PASSING OVER A ROLLER
DOUBLE CONED ROLLER ITH RAJIUS
PHYSICAL PARAMATERS
TAPE TENSION 24,00 OZ.
TAPE WIDTH ,375 IN.
ROLLER DIAMETER 1,000 IN,
CROWN RADIUS 2,00 IN.
CONE ANGLE 2.00 DEC
TAPE PRnPERTIES
OXIDE THICKNESS .00046 IN,
MYLAR THICKNESS .00046 IN.
OXIDE ELASTIC MO-ULUS 550000. PSI
MYLAR ELASTIC MODULUS 550000, PSI
POISSON'S PATIO (OXIDE) ,45
POISSON'S RATIO (MYLAR) .45
CONTACT WIDTH .3750 IN.
OXIDE STRESSES,PSI (OXIDE AWAY FROM ROLLER)
SURFACELENGTH DIRECTION 7505. PSI
SURFACETHICKNESS DIRECTION 0. PSI
SURFACE,WITH DIRECTION 445, PSI
CENTEPLENGT DIRECTION 6797,. PSI
CENTER,THICKNESS DIRECTION n. PSI
CENTER,WIDTH DIRECTION -0. PSI
MYLAR STRESSES,PSI
SURFACELENGTH DIRECTION 6090, PSI
SURFACE,THICKNESs DIRECTION 0. PSI
SURFACEWITr4 DIRECTION -445. PSI
CENTERLENGTH DIRECTION 6797. PSr---
CENTER,TWICKNESS DIRECTION 0. PSI
CENTER,WIDTH DIRECTION -0, PSI
Fig. C-4. Input/Output Data of Tape Stress Program
C-10
Following this listing are the maximum values of the orthogonal
stress components at the inner and outer surfaces 
of the two
layers. The maximum tensile stress values 
usually occur in the
tape length direction. Compressive stresses 




TAPE PACK STRESS PROGRAM
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APPENDIX D
TAPE PACK STRESS PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
The usual method of handling and storing magnetic tape is to
wind the tape on a suitable hub, Furthermore, tape packs are
commonly wound under constant tension conditions, although con-
stant torque winding, ie ., decreasing the tension in inverse
proportion to the instantaneous pack radius, is also used.
A common and continuing problem with such tape packs is the
tendency of spoking or buckling to occur within the pack. The
reduction or the elimination of this buckling behavior is extremely
important in audio and video recorded tape since it results in
information loss through tape damage.
Tape Pack Stress Distributions
It is generally conceded that buckling within a tape pack
can only occur within a region of compressive longitudinal tape
stress. Since tape is initially wound in the positive or tensile
stress condition, the tensile stress decay and final stress dis-
tribution within the pack must be determined so the presence of
compressive stress regions can be noted.
IITRI has developed a digital computer program which determines
the state of stress within a tape pack. This program,based upon
the elastic properties of tape and hub materials, accounts for the
effects of:
e Number of tape layers, or tape length
* Winding tape tension magnitude
e Hub stiffness
* Hub radius
e Winding tape tension profile
D-1
The tape pack stress profile is calculated using an iterative
procedure based upon the thick-walled pressure vessel equations.
A typical stress distribution, for a constant tension wind, is
shown in Figure D-1. As tape layers are added to the pack, the
inner layers are compressed and their original tensile stresses
are reduced.
The effect of additional tape layers, wound at constant
tension (stress), on the stress distribution within the pack is
shown in Figure D-2. A sufficient number of layers can cause
the inner layers to develop negative or compressive stresses
which leads to possible buckling.
The effect, on the stress distribution,of winding identical
packs at different constant tension levels is shown in Figure
D-3.
The stress distribution within the pack can be radically
changed by varying the winding tension as the pack is wound.
Three cases other than constant tension, are shown in Figure D-4.
Increasing winding tension rapidly compresses the inner layers
and is the least desirable technique. Maintaining a constant
winding torque requires a decrease in tension and is easily im-
plemented. Decreasing the tension from an initial value down


























Fig. D-4 EFFECT OF TENSION PROFILE
r4
Laver Nuil r h
Decreasing Hiub Stiffness
Fig. D-5 EFFECT OF HUB STIFFNESS
D-5
Two factors frequently ignored in the design of a tape
pack are the hub stiffness and the hub radius. An insufficiently
stiff hub allows the pack to compress, and can result in compres-
sive stress regions within the pack as shown in Figure D-5.
Increasing the hub radius has the desirable effect of alleviating
inner layer compression as shown in Figure D-6.
The above mentioned stress distributions are presented here
in a qualitative manner in order to show tape pack behavior.
Absolute values of stress can be calculated with the IITRI com-
puter program for all of the above cases.
Computer Program
The tape pack computer program developed is shown in
Figure D-7. This program is written in the Fortran IV language.
The input data specifications are given in Table D-l,






Fig. D-6 EFFECT OF HUB RADIUS
D-7
1* DIMENSION S(500n)
2* 1 REAr (5,2) TRwl,,ERRR,TTWTET,oT,T,IT,1I,lRP
3* 2 FORAT (2F50,iOFU,0,1F5,0,F6,OF4,0 Fi0.,O2FS,0,2I5,F5,")
4* WRITE (6,3) TR,'VR,ERRR,RP,TT,WT,ETPT,T
5* 3 FOR'IAT (19HITAPE PACK STRESSES///9XHTPIOX2HWR,7X2HR I'X21HRRai
6* 1'X 2RP/2F / 2 .4,F '2.0,2F12,4//9gX2HTTIU X 2 HT, f d X 2 H T,12X 2 HP T , 13x 1 1






14 [ 4 J=j,50jjO
15> 4 S(J)=T/(WT*TT)
16* T=,,523597*-
17* WRITE (6.5) I,R,S(I)
18* 5 FORIAT (/AH WRAP.4X6HRADIUtJ,6X6HSTESS/IA#F1o3,Fl2.0//&H WRAH~S




23* IF (I-IT) 7,1,1
24* 7 P=T/(wT*B)
25* PR=(P/ET)*(PU an *-A*A T RAA/(B )T K T i T/T




314 USJ (PRJ= *(RuA (R ' ))*(i B+R)B 4 ))*(A*+R*R)/(o
31* 1HA4*A)
32* S(J)(J) OJ
33* 11 (1-10) 110909
34* 9 W I,'rF (681.3) J,FS(J)
35* 1.0 FOR1AT (I6,F1.3,F12,0)
36* 11 J=J+I1
37* IF (J-I) , 2 , 2
38* 12 1F (III) 6,13.13
39* 13 10=IQ+II
40* WRITE (6,14) ITL
41* 14 FORMAT (//i'd ,16,0f WRAPS OR ,FS,0,49H FEET OF TAPE WERE USED FOR
42* 1 THE PRECEDING IESULTS//6H WRAPS,4X6HRnIUS~X6HSTRESS)
43* GO TO 6
44* ED
END OF UCC 1108 FORTRA\ V COMPILATION,
O *COMMENT* 0 *DIAGNOSTIC*
) *ERROR* 0 *FATAL ERROR*
Figure D-7





Number Name Description Width Format Units
TR Radial reel thickness 1-5 F5.0 in.
WR Width of reel 6-10 F5.0 in.
ER Reel elastic modulus 11-20 F10.0 psi
RR Hub radius 21-25 F5.0 in.
TT Tape thickness 26-31 F6.0 in.
WT Tape width 32-35 F4.0 in.
ET Tape elastic modulus 36-40 F10.0 psi
PT Poisson's ratio for tape 41-45 F50
T Tape tension 46-50 F5.0 oz
IT Total number of wraps 51-55 15
II Print interval 56-60 15
RP Poisson's ratio for reel 61-65 F5.0
TAPE PACK STRESSE
TR WR ER RR RP
,3750 .5400 1640000, .- 125 .3200
TT WT ET PT T

















1501 WRAPS OR 1?9 , FEET OF TAPLE ERE USED FOR THE PRF:CEINC RESULTS
Figure D-8









Natural frequencies and vibration response of tape transport
mechanical components (idler, capstan, reel, and tape) are cal-
culated on this tape transport dynamic simulation model (TTDSM)P
The model, as programmed on the digital computer, is problem-
oriented. Information is entered into the computer on the basis
of stacking data cards which contain the information for indi-
vidual components (idler, length of tape, reel, etc.).
Natural frequency calculations are performed using the
Holzer Method of calculation,and the steady state vibration res-
ponse is obtained through the use of a standard simultaneous
equation solver.
Computer Program
The flow diagram for TTDSM is shown in Figure E-1. The
computer program follows on Figure E-2. The simulation of a
specific model transport is attained by proper sequencing of the
data cards.
Computer Program Documentation
Figure E-3 shows- the physical arrangement of the computer
cards for the tape transport dynamic simulation model. Specific
description of the individual cards follow. This description
includes the computer code name, the element description, its
field on the data card, format and units.
E-1
/AENS/ON ,(1J) B(W C(r),p(r),
F() H/e(), 6dL hib 1 J)





PREAD -WR/TEI _ .- ReA D- WR/TE 7'e
- -: -:3 IP -I" KA-1- F1
RAODETr-wTNT) -K# J(I) RRADPR RAD -R/T ADWR=
,=- , M iO T AF, ,--,B ' ,ov
A B(1) , A(2, ), A(2,2), A I3) Tr (I,, ) 8(t), C t), D f) I-
:a :1 (F)0 Ors = OAC DAO(I I 9) 8(I),D(Z)' 1)
T P=3 OGOME=OMEOM 8IJJ) =(D~L(a)A R)J')W #BCJ. SI/(OJJT
N MEG-OMFt.+FS NN=NA/+1 OMEG=OMEG+ DELOM( L-T cc(Jj curT Ir CC(:4 IK J1
P00,A = KA + 0
FOLDOUT FRAM
FIGURE E-1 TAPE TRANSPORT DYNAMIC SIMULATION MODEL COMPTER FLOW DIAGRAM "
E-2





6* KA = 1
7 00 4 I=1,2591
SDO 4 JJ=1925,1
9* 4 XD(IJJ) = 00
10* 5 00 761 1=1.25.1
11 00DO 760 JI=1,25.1
12* A(I,JI)= 0.0
13* 760 BK(IJI)= 0.0
14* R(1) = 0.0
15* RB(I) = 0.0
16* C(I)= 0.0
17* CC(I) = 0,0
l9* 0(I) = 0,0
19* Ik(I) = 0
20* JC(I) = 0
21* F(I) = 0.0
22* CN(I) = 0.0
23* R(I) = 0,0
24* TL(I) = 0.0
25* AJ(I) = 0.0
26* X(I) = 0.0
27* TTL=O.0
28* 761 AK(I) = 0.0
29* READ (5,10) DELTTMAXAMT,ECSFNKISC1eISC2,FS,FL
30* 10 FORMAT ( 5E105, 413, E10.5E8,3)
31* READ (5,20) DENST,MODETTHKTWTHTV
32* 20 FORMAT ( 5E10o5 )
33* WRITE (6930) DELTTMAXAMTECtSFNK,ISC1*ISC2FStFL
34* 30 FORMAT ( 19HICONTROL INPUT DATA//7H DELTA=E10O5,5X6HT MAX=E1O.5,5
35* 1X9HAMTaTAPE=E10.5,5X12HERROR CRIT.=E10O5,SXBHST.FREQ=E1O.5/9H NO.F
36* ?REQ=I3,10X8HNO.SETS=I3*1OX4HSC1=I317X4HSC2=I3,24X1OHFREQ*INTo=E1O
37* 3.5/15H MAXoFREQUENCY=E8.3/)
380 WRITE (6,40) DENSTMODETTHKTvWTHTtV
39* 40 FORMAT ( 16H TAPE INPUT DATA/ 9H DENSITY=E10O.55X9HMOD.ELST=E10.5
40* 1,5X9HTHKTAPE=E10.5,5X9HWTH.TAPE=E1IOS5X9HTAPE VEL=E10.5/)
41* WHITE (6,50)
42* 50 FORMAT ( 26H TAPE TRANSPORT INPUT DATA /)
Figure E-2
Computer Program for TTDSM
E-3
Figure E-2 Continued
43* IF ( ISC1 - 2 ) 559 4869 1486
44* C NATURAL FREQUENCY
45* 55 I = 1
46* J = 1
47* 60 JCC = 1
4H* IF ( J - 2 ) 70, 709 100
49* 70 READ (5,80) JAJHUBRHUBFDRAGTSTCoAKDoRAVAoMNA
50* 80 FORMAT (I198E9,4IllI,3)
51* WRITE (6,90) JgAJHUBgRHUB,FDRAGTSgTCAKDRAtVAM,NA
52* 90 FORMAT(IIH REELCODE=II,2X1OHINERTEHUBcE9.4,2X6MR.HUB=E9.492X1OHDR
53* IAG COEF=E9.492X13HPFRT.TOR((S)=E9o492X13HPERT.TORQ(C)=E9.4/6X5HFLU
54* ?X=E9a4 92X7HRESIST=E9.4o2X6HVOLTS=E9.492X6HPT.CD=Ill2X3HNA=I3//)
55* 100 IF ( J - 3) 1409 1109 140
56* 110 READ (5,120) JqAJHURRHUBFDRAG,TSTCAKDRAVAtMNA
57* 120 FORMAT (I118E9.4I1l13)
58* WRITE (69130) JgAJHUBoRHUBFDRAGoTSTCAKDoRAVAtMNA




63* IF ( J - 7 ) 1409 719 140
64* 71 READ (5972) J.BJHUBGR
65* 72 FORMAT ( II,2E9 0 4 )
66* WRITE (6.73) JBJHUBGR
67* 73 FORMAT ( 22H CAPSTAN REDUCERCODE=Il910H INERTIA=E9.4913H GEAR R
68* IATIO=E9.4//)
69* 140 IF ( J - 4) 1809 150 180
70* 150 READ (5,160) JAJHUB 9RHUBgFDRAGTSTCAKDRAgVAoMoNA
71* 160 FORMAT ( I198E9.4911,13)
72* WRITE (6,170) JAJHJUBgRHUBFDRAGTSTCgM,NA
73* 170 FORMAT (12H IDLER,CODE=I1,2X1OHINERT.HUB=E9.4,2X6HRHUB=E9.42XIOH
74* IDRAG COEF=E9492X13HPERToTORQ(S)=E9.492X13HPERT.TORQ(C)=E9,4/2X6HP
75* 2T.CD=I1,2X3HNA=I3//)
7A* 180 IF ( J - 5 ) 2209 190, 220
77* 190 READ (59200) JFOFlCNNM
78" 200 FORMAT ( Il,3E9.4,11 )
79* WRITE (69210) JFOFICNNM
80o 210 FORMAT (11H HEADgCODE=Il2X11HSTAT.FRICT=E9.42XIOHDYN.FRICT=E9,4
810 12X14HDYN.FRICT,(N)=E9.4,2X6HPT.CD=Il//)
82* JCC = 4
83* BA = TL(I-1)
84* 220 IF ( J - 6 ) 260, 230, 260
85* 230 READ (5,240) JTLLM
86* 240 FORMAT ( I1,E9o4,I1 )
87* WRITE (6,250) JTLLM
pq* 250 FORMAT (11H TAPEgCODE=Ile2X1OHTAPE LGTH=E9.42X6HPT.CD=I1//)
89* TL(I) = TLL
90* IF (JCC - 4 ) 260, 255. 260
91* 255 TL(I-1)=TL(I)+8A
92* AK(I-1) = ( MODET*THKT*WTHT ) / TL(I-1)
93* GO TO 60
94* 260 AJ(I) = AJHUB * ( BJHUB*(GR**2.0))
9L* BJHUB = 0.0
96* GR = 0.0
97* R(I) = RHUB
98* IF ( J.- 1 ) 26292629 261
99* 261 AK(I) a ( MODET*THKT*WTHT ) / TL(I)
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100* 262 AJ(I) = AJ(I) / ( R(1)**2.0)
1014 L = I
102* I = .1* 1
103* IF ( J - 1 ) 270, 270, 60
104* 270 OMEG = SF
105* NN = 1
106* 280 G = 1,0
107* DELOMG = OELT
108* IP = 1
109" 290 FA= 0o0
110* S = 100
111* DELTS = 0.0
112* I = 1
113* 300 S = S - DELTS
114* IF ( IP - 2 ) 3609 3109 310
115* 310 IF ( I - 1 ) 3409 3209 340
116* 320 WRITE (69330)
117* 330 FORMAT ( 30H NATURAL FREQUENCY CALCULATION// 9H STATION5X1OHTHET
118* 1A(RAD)95X13HTORQUE(INLB)//)
119* 340 THE = S / R(I)
120* WRITE (6,350) ITHEFA
121* 350 FORMAT ( 7H 12,5XEIO,4,5XE10.4 )
122* 360 FA= FA+ AJ(I)*(OMEG**290)*S
123* IF ( I - L ) 370, 3809 380
124* 370 DELTS = FA/ AK(I)
125* I = I + 1
126* GO TO 300
127* 380 IF ( IP - 2 ) 390, 4709 470
128* 390 IF ( FA-0.0) 400, 430, 410
129* 400 IF ( G - l,0 ) 410, 4209 410
130* 410 AA = G * FA
131* IF ( AA -0.0) 450, 420, 420
132* 420 OMEG = OMEG + DELOMG
133* G = FA
134* GO TO 290
135* 430 AOMEG = OMEG / 6,28318
136* WRITE (6,440) NN9AOMEG
137* 440 FORMAT ( 22HINATURAL FREQUENCY NOoI3,2H =EIO1053H HZ//)
138* IP = 3
139* GO TO 290
140* 450 IF ( DELOMG - EC ) 430, 460, 460
141* 460 OMEG = OMEG - DELOMG
142* DELOMG = DELOMG / 16,0
143* OMEG = OMEG + DELOMG
144* GO TO 290
145* 470 IF ( NN - N ) 4800.481, 481
146* 4800 IF ( OMFG - FL ) 480, 481, 481
147* 480 OMEG = OMEG + FS
148* NN = NN + 1
149* GO TO 280
150* 481 IF ( KA - K ) 482, 10000, 10000
151* 482 KA = KA + 1
152* GO TO 5
153* C TIME TRANSIENT RESPONSE
154* 486 I = 1
1559  490 IF ( I - 1 ) 495, 4959 500
156* 495 J = 2
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157* GO TO 505
!5A* 500 AAK = AK(I-2)
159* 505 IF ( J - 2 ) 540, 5109 540
160* 510 READ (5,520)J,AJHUBRHUBFODRAGTSoTCoAKDoRAVAMtNA
161* 520 FORMAT (Ilq8E9.4,Ilt13)
162* WRITE (6,530)JAJHURHRHUBFRAGTSeTCtAKDRAVAM,NA
163* 530 FORMAT(11H REELCODEI12X10HINERT.HUB=E9o.42XbHRHUB=E9.4s2X10HDR
164* IAG COEF=E9,492X13HPERToTORQ(S)=E9.4,2Xl3HPERTTORQ(C)=E9.4/6X5HFLU
165* 2X=E9,4*2X7HRESIST=E9492X6HVOLTS=E9.492X6HPTCD=Il12X3HNA=I3//)
166* IF (I - 1 ) 780, 660, 780
167* 540 IF ( J - 3) 580, 550, 580
16* 550 READ (5.560)JAJHUBRHUBFDRAGTSTCoAKDORAOVAoMNA
169* 560 FORMAT (Il18E9.411I3)
170* WRITE (6,570)JAJHU8,RHU HUB,FDRAGTSTCAKDRAeVAMNA
171* 570 FORMAT (14H CAPSTANCODE=I1,2X10HINERT.HUB=E942X6HRHUB=E9 o4,2X




175* GO TO 670
176* 580 IF ( J - 4 ) 630, 590, 630
177* 590 READ (5,600)JAJHUBRHU8,FDRAGTSTCAKDRAVAMNA
178* 600 FORMAT ( II,8E9.4,11 13)
179* WRITE (6,610)JAJHU3,HUUBFDRAGoTSoTCMNA
180* 610 FORMAT (12H IDLERCODE=I1,2X1OHINERTHUB=E9o4,2X6HR.HUB=E9O4,2XIOH
181* 10RAG COEF=E9q,42X13HPERTTORQ(S)=E9.4o2X13HPERTTORG(C)=E9.4/5X6HP
182* 2T.CD=Il,2X3HNA=13//)
183* GO TO 670
184* 630 READ (5,640) JFO,FlCNNqM
185 640 FORMAT ( 113E9.4,11)
186* wRITE (6,650) JeFOFl9CNNM
187* 650 FORMAT (lIH HEADCODE=I192X11HSTATFRICT=E9o942X10HDYNeFRICT=E9 . 4 9
188" 12X14HDYNoFRICT.(N)=E944,26HPToCD=I1//)
189* 1Z = 3
190* GO TO 700
191* 660 IZ = 2
192* GO TO 700
193* 670 IZ = 1
194* 700 READ (5,710) JTLLM
195* 710 FORMAT ( I1,E9.4,11 )
196* WRITE (6,720) JTLL,M
197* 720 FORMAT (11H TAPE,CODE=II,2X1OHTAPE LGTH=E9.o42X6HPT.CD=11//)
19H* TL(I) = TLL
199* IF ( IZ - 2 ) 730, 750, 740
200* 730 AK(I)=((MODET * THKT* WTHT) / TL(I))
201* A(II*l) = 1,0
202* A(I+1,l-2) = (( AAK)*( PHUFo**20)) / AJHUB
203* A(I+1,I) = (-lo0)*(( RHUB**2,0)/ AJHUB)* ( AAK + AK(I))
204* A(I+1I+1) =((-10.O)/AJHUB) * ( FDRAG * ((AKD**2.0) /RA ))
205 °  A(I+1I*2) = ((RHUB**2.0)/AJHUB )*AK(I)
206* P(I) = (TS* RHUB)/ AJHUB
207* D(I) = (NA* V ) /RHUB
208* GO TO 770
209* 740 AK(I)=((MODET *THKT* WTHT) / TL(I))
210* A(II-2) = AAK / Fl
211* A(IlI) = (AK(I)-AAK ) / Fl
212* A(.Iel ) = -AK(I) / Fl
213* 88(I) = -FO / Fl
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214* CN(I) = CNN
215i AAK = AK(I)
216* I = I+
217* GO TO 505
218* 750 I = 1
219* T = 0.0
220* AK(I)=((MODET * THKT * WTHT) / TL(I))
221* A(1,2) = 1.0
222* A(2,1) = (-1,0)*(( RHUB**2.0) / AJHUB)* AK(I)
223* A(2.2) = (-1.0 / AJHUB)* ( FDRAG * (( AKD**2.0 ) / RA))
224* A(2,3) = (-1.0)* A(2,1)
225* B(2) = ( TS* RHUB) / AJHUB
226* 0(2) = ( NA* V ) / RHUB
227* 770 I = I *2
228* GO TO 490
229* 180 A(III*) = 1.0
230* A(I+1,I-2)= ( AAK* (RHUB**2.0)) / AJHUB
231* A(I+*lI) = (1,0)* ((RHUB**2.0) / AJHUB ) * AAK
232* A(Il+1I+l) = ( -1oO/AJHU8) * ( FDRAG * (( AKD**20,) / RA ))
233* 8(I) = ( TS* RHUB) / AJHUB
234* D(I) = ( NA * V ) / RHUB
235* KK = I +1
236* wRITE (6,785)
237* 785 FORMAT ( 23H]FORCED RESPONSE OUTPUT//)
238* 790 I = 1
239* 795 00 810 JJ=1,KK,1
240* IF ( BB(JJ) - 0.0 ) 796, 79889 796
241* 796 IF ( R(JJ) - O0O ) 798, 7989, 7988
24?2 7989 AHB = 0.0
243* GO TO 799
244* 798 A88 = -1.0*RB(JJ)
245* GO TO 799
246* 7988 ABB = 88B(JJ)
247* 799 00 800 JJJ=1,KK,1
248* 800 P(JJ) = R(JJ) + A(JJJJJ)*CC(JJJ)
249* R(JJ) = R(JJ) * B(JJ)*( SIN( D(JJ)*T)) + ABB
250* 810 CONTINUE
251* DO 820 JJ=1,KKql
252* BK(I,JJ) = DELT R(JJ)
253* 820 CONTINUE
254* IF ( I - 1 ) 830, 830, 860
255* 830 T = T * ( DELT / 20 )
256* 840 00 850 JJ=IKKel
257* 850 CC(JJ) = CC(JJ) + ( 6K(IJJ) / 2,0 )
258* GO TO 890
259* 860 IF ( I - 3 ) 840,870,900
260* 870 T = T * ( DELT / 2.0 )
261* CC(JJ) = CC(JJ) + BK(IJJ)
262* 890 I = I + 1
263* GO TO 795
264* 900 00 940 JJ=1,KKl
265* I = 1
266* 910 C(JJ) = C(JJ) + (1.0 /6,0)*( BK(IJJ) *(2.0*BK(I*,1JJ))*(2,0*BK(I
267* 1+2,JJ)) + BK(Ie3,JJ))
268* IF ( JJ- 1 ) 920, 920, 931
269* 920 WRITE (69930) TC(JJ)
270* 930 FORMAT ( 6H TIME=E10,495X9HRESPONSEUEIO.4//)
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271* GO TO 940
272* 931 WRITE (6,932) JJC(JJ)
7?3* 932 FORMAT ( 4H JJ=I392X6HC(JJ)=EIO.4)
2740 940 CONTINUE
275* IF ( T - TMAX ) 790, 790, 1000
276* 1000 IF ( KA - K ) 1010, 100009 10000
277* 1010 KA = KA + 1
278* GO TO 5
279* C STEADY STATE RESPONSE
280* 1486 I = 1
281* 1490 IF ( I - 1 ) 1495, 1495, 1500
282* 1495 J = 2
283* GO TO 1505
284* 1500 AAK = AK(I-2)
285* CCH = CH
286* 1505 IF ( J - 2 ) 15409 1510, 1540
287* 1510 READ (5.1520)JAJHUBRHUBFDRAGoTSoTCoAKORAVAeMNA
288* 1520 FORMAT (Il,8E9.4,Il,13)
289* WRITE (6,1530)JAJHUBRHUBFDRAG,TSTCAKDRAVA.MNA
290* 1530 FORMAT(11H REELCODE=Il,2X1OHINERT.HUB=E9.4,2X6HR.HUB=E9.42XIOHDR
291* 1AG COEF=E9.492X13HPERT.TORQ(S)=E9.4,2XI3HPERT.TORG(C)=E9.4/6X5HFLU
292* ?X=E9.492X7HRESIST=E9.4,2X6HVOLTS=E9.4,2X6HPT.CD=II2X3HNA=I3//)
293* IF (I 1 ) 1780, 1660, 1780
294* 1540 IF ( J - 3) 1580, 15509 1580
295* 1550 READ (5,1560)J,AJHUBRHUBFDRAGTSoTCoAKD.RAVAMNA
296* 1560 FORMAT (11,8E9.4,I1,13)
297* WRITE (6,1570)JAJHUBoRHUBFDHAGoTSTCAKDORAVA.MNA




302* IF ( J - 7 ) 1670, 1571, 1670
303* 1571 READ (5,1572) JBJHUBGRBFDRAG,BAKDBRA
304* 1572 FORMAT ( I1,5E9.4 )
305* WRITE (6,1573) J,BJHUB,GR,BFDRAG,BAKDBRA
306* 1573 FORMAT ( 22H CAPSTAN REDUCERCODE=Il,10H INERTIA=E9.4,13H GEAR R
307* IATIO=E9.4,12H DRAG COEF=E9.4,7H FLUX=E9.4,13H RESISTANCE=E9,4//
308* 2)
309* BSF = SF * GR
310* GR = 0.0
3110 GO 10 1670
312* 1580 IF ( J - 4 ) 1630, 1590, 1630
-~13* 1590 READ (5,1600)JtAJHUBRHUBoFDRAGTSTCAKDORAeVAtMtNA
3140 1600 FORMAT ( II,8E9.4,II,13)
315* WRITE (6,1610)J,AJHURHURHUBFDRAGTSTC,M,NA
316* 1610 FORMAT (12H IDLERCODE=I12X1OHINERT.HUB=E9.4,2X6HRHUB=E9.4,2X10H
317* IORAG COEF=E9.4,2XI3HPERTTORQ(S)=E9.42X13HPERT.TORQ(C)=E9.4/5X6HP
318* ?T.CD=Il,2X3HNA=I3//)
319* GO TO 1670
320* 1630 READ (5,1640)JFO9Fl9CNNM
321* 1640 FORMAT ( I1,3E9.4,11)
322* WRITE (6,1650)J,FO,FlCNNM
323* 1650 FORMAT (11H HEAD,CODE=Il,2X11HSTAT.FRICTE9.492X10HDYN.FRICT=E9.4,.
324* 12X14HDYN.FRICT.(N)=E9.4,2X6HPTCD=Il//)
325* IZ = 3
326* GO TO 1700
327* 1660 IZ = 2
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328* GO TO 1700
329* 1670 IZ = 1
330* 1700 READ (5,1710)JTLL,M,CH
331* 1710 FORMAT ( I1,E9.4,I1,E9.4)
332* WRITE (6,1720)JTLLM9CH
333* 1720 FORMAT (11H TAPE,CODE=I1,2X1OHTAPE LGTH=E9.492X6HPT.CD=II2X11HHEA
334* ID COEF.=E9.4//)
335* IF ( J - 5 ) 1725, 1721. 1725
336* 1721 TTL = TLL
337* GO TO 1630
338* 1725 TLL = TLL * TTL
339* TTL = 0.0
340* IF ( IZ - 2 ) 1730, 1750, 1730
341* 1750 AK(I) = (( MODET* THKT* WTHT) / TLL)
342* A(ll) = ( RHUBoAK(I))-((AJHUB* ( SF**2.0O)) /RHUB)
343* BETA = (( AKD**2.0) / RA)
344* 4(1,2) = ((-SF/RHUB) * ( FDRAG.BETA ))*( RHUB*CH* SF)
345* A(1.3) = (-AK(I)* RHUB)
346* A(2,1) = "A(l2)
347* A(2.2) = A(191)
348* A(2,4) = A(193)
349* B(1) = TS
350* 8(2) = TC
351* A(1,4) = ( RHUB*CH* SF)
352* A(2,3) = "A(194)
353* 1 = I + 2
354* GO TO 1490
355* 1730 AK(I) = (( MODET*THKT* WTHT) / TLL)
3560 A(I,1) = RHUB*(AAK+AK(I))-(( AJHUR*(SF**2.0)) / RHUR)-((BJHUB*(BSF
357* 1**2.0))/RHUH)
358* 8JHUB = 0.0
359* A(I+1,I+I) = A(II)
360* A(1I-2) = "RHUB*AAK
361" A(I.I-) = RHUB*CCH*SF
362* BETA = (( AKD**2.0) / RA)
363* HBBETA = (( 8AKD**2.O) / BRA)
364* A(II*1)= (1.O0)*((SF/RHUB)*(FDRAGRETA ) *(RHUB*(CH*CCH)*SF)
365* 1(( 8SF**2.0) / RHUB) * ( BFDRAG * BRETA))
366* HSF = 0.0
367* HAKD = 0.0
368* HRA = 0.0
369* RbETA = 0.0
370* BFDRAG = 0.0
371* A(II+2) = -RHUBOAK(I)
372* A(1,1+3) = RHUB*CH*SF
373* A(I+1I, ) = -A(II+1)
374* A(I 19I-2) = -A(I l-1)
375* A(I+1,I-1) = A(IlI-2)
376* A(I*19I+2) = -A(I,I+3)
377* A(1+1,I+3) = A(II2)
378* B(I) = TS
379* B(I+1) = TC
380* I = I + 2
381* GO TO 1490
382* 1780 A(I.I-2) = -RHUB*AAK
383* A(I,I-1) = RHUB*CCH*SF
384* A(ItI) = (RHUB*AAK) - ((AJHUB* (SF**2O0)) / RHUB)
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385* BETA = (( AKD*02.0) / RA)
386* A(II+1) = (-1,0)*((( FDRAG * BETA) /RHUB) *CCH)*SF
387* A(I+1,1-2) = "A(IlI1)
389* A(I+1I-1) = A(I,I-2)
389* A(1*1,1) = -A(II*1)
390* A(I1,*I+* ) = A(II)
391* R(I)-= TS
392* 8(I1) = TC
393* KK = I * 1
394* NMAX = 25
395* ESPI = 1.0
396* N=KK
397* DO 1971 JJ = IKK
398* 1971 RBB(JJl1) = B(JJ)
3qe* CALL INVER(A,14,BBB9,9DET)
400* DO 1972 JJ = 1,KK
401* 1972 X(JJ) =RBB(JJ91)
402* wRITE (6,1975) KA
403* 1975 FORMAT ( 8HISET NO.I3916H RESPONSE OUTPUT //)
404* 00 1810 JJ=1,KK,2
405* ARES = (( X(JJ)**2.0) * X(JJ1)**2.0))**0,5
400* PHA = ATAN( X(JJ) / X(JJ*l))
407* WRITE (6,1800) JJ,X(JJ)
40,* 1800 FORMAT ( 12H ELEMENT NO.I 3 95K9HRESPONSE=E1O.5,1X6HINCHES)
409* JZ = JJ+1
410* WRITE (6,1801) JZX(JZ),ARES9PHA
411" 1801 FORMAT ( 12H ELEMENT NO.I3 9 SX9 HRESPONSE
=E1I0.5 IX 6HINCHES95X19 H RESP
412 10NSE AMPLITUDE=E10OIO516HINCHES,5X6HPHASE=F949*lX4HRAD*/)
413" XO(KAJJ) = SF * ARES
414* 1810 CONTINUE
415* IF ( KA - K ) 18209 1830, 1830
41A* 1820 KA = KA + 1
417* GO TO 5
418* 1830 CONTINUE
4190 WRITE (6,1831)
420" 1831 FORMAT ( 29H1TOTAL FORCED RESPONSE OUTPUT 
//)
421* 00 1860 JJ=1,KK,2
422* DO 1950 KA=1IK,
423* lw50 AVEL = AVEL * XD(KAJJ)**2.0
424* VEL = ( AVEL**O,5)
425 JZ = JJ+1
426* WRITE (6,1851) JJ,JZVEL
427* 1851 FORMAT ( 9H ELEMENT(12L1H*I21H)5X9HVELOCITY=EIO59
9H IN,/SEC,/)
428* AVEL = 0.0




END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS.
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10 SURfIOUTINE INVEtH(A,.8,0,DET)
?o C ****** INVER INPUT (ANBMo.)FT)
3* C A(191)X * A(1,2)Y + A(l,3)Z = R(1,l) *+ 8(1 2)
4* C A(2,1)X A(2,2)Y + 4(2,3)Z = 8(2,1) * 8(292)
5 e  C A(391)X + A(3,2)Y + A(3,3)Z = 8(3,1) * 8(3,2)
6* C N = NUMHER OF EQUATIONS
7* C M = NU'MBER OF COLUMNS ON LEFT SIDE - B(mI,)
C N AND M MUST RE DEFINED IN CALLING PROGRAM IE. CALL INVER(A93B,29DET)
9* C DET = VALUE OF DETERMINANT
10* C SET DIMENSION LIMITS EQUAL TO N.M
11* C ****** INVEP OUTPUT (B,DET)
12* C X = A(101)
13* C Y = R(2,1)
14* C ***7** 7 = 8(3,1)




19 00 17 J=1,N
2n0 17 IPVOT(J)=O
21* 00 135 I=1,N
22* T=,0
23* O0 9 J=1,N
24* IF(IPVOT(J)-1) 13,9,13
25* 13 DO 23 K=1N
26* IF(IPVOT(K)-1) 43,23,81

























501 00 205 L=1,N
*1l 205 A(ICOLL)=A(ICOLL)/PIVOT(I)
52% TF(M) 347934766
53* 66 00 52 L=IsM
54* 52 H(ICOLL)=B(ICOLL)/PIVOT(I)




59* OU0 9 L=1,N
60* 89 A(LI L)=A (LIL)-A(ICOLL)*T
61* IF(M) 1359135918
62* 18 DO 68 L=1M
63* 68 B(LI,L)=B(LIL)-B(ICOLL)*T
64* 135 CONTINUF
65* 222 0O 3 I=1,N
66" L=N-I+1
671 IF (INDEX(L,1)-INDEX(L 2)) 19,3.19
68* 19 JROw=INI)EX (L, 1)
b9* JCOL=INnEX(L,2)






7 * 81 WETURN
77* END
ENO OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS.
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Figure E3 - Simulation Model Input Data Cards
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CONTROL CARD
Code Nomenclature Field Format Units
DELT Frequency Step Size 1-10 E10.5 Rad/Sec
TMAX Stop Time 11-20 E10.5 Sec
ANT Tape Length 21-30 E10.5 Feet
EC Error Criterion 31-40 E10.5 Rad/Sec
SF Starting Frequency 41-50 E10.5 Rad/Sec
N Number of Frequency 51-53 13
K Number of Data Sets 54-56 13
ISCl Switch 1 57-59 13 Note 1
ISC2 Switch 2 60-62
FS Frequency Interval 63-72 ElC.5 Rad/Sec
FL Maximum Frequency 73-80 E8.3 Rad/Sec
Note 1: ISCI = I for natural frequency calculation
ISC1 = 3 for linear forced response calculation
TAPE CONSTANTS CARD
Code Nomenclature Field Format Units
DENST Tape Density 1-10 E10.5 lb/in
MODET Modulus ofElasticity 11-20 E10.5 ib/in
THKT Thickness 21-30 E10.5 in
WTHT Width 31-40 E10.5 in
V Tape Velocity 41-50 E10.5 in/sec
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REEL, CAPSTAN, AND IDLER CARDS
Code Nomenclature Field Format Units
J Next Element* 1 Il
AJHUB Inertia, total 2-10 E9.4 ib/in/sec 2
(hub & tape)
RHUB Radius (pack or hub) 11-19 E9.4 in
FDRAG Drag Coefficient 20-28 E9.4 lb/in/sec
TS Torque Perturbation 29-37 E9.4 in/lb
(sine)
TC Torque Perturbation 38-46 E9.4 in/lb
(cosine)
AKD** Flux 47-55 E9.4
RA** Resistance 56-64 E9.4 Ohms
VA** Voltage 65-73 E9.4 Volts
M Linear Subroutine 74 Il
Code
NA Perturbation Ratio 75-77 13
* Next Element Code. Each of the following input cards re-
quires a "next element" code to inform the computer of what
type of data is to be read from the following card. The
following integers are entered in the first data field
column "J".
Enter J=1 to end reading
Enter J=2 if next element is a reel
Enter J=3 if next element is a capstan
Enter J=4 if next element is an idler
Enger J=5 if next element is a head
Enter J=6 if next element is a tape
Enter J=7 if next element is a reducer
The program assumes that the first card after the control
and tape constant cards will be a reel.
** Equal to +0.0000 +-00 for idlers
Flux = UKT KB
where: in-oz
where: KT = torque sensitivity amp-
KB = back EMF ltrad
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TAPE CARD
Code Nomenclature Field Format Units
J Next Element 1 Ii
TLL Tape Length 2-10 E9.4 in
M Linear Subroutine Code 11 Ii
CH Head Constant 12-20 E9.4 lb/sec/in
HEAD CARD
Code Nomenclature Field Format Units
J Next Element 1 Il
FO Static Friction 2-10 E9.4 lb
Fl Dynamic Friction 11-19 E9.4 lb/sec/in
CNN Dynamic Friction q) 20-28 E9.4
M Linear Subrouting 29 II
Code
LOW SPEED CAPSTAN REDUCER
Code Nomenclature Field Format Units
J Next Element 1 Ii
BJHUB Inertia 2-10 E9.4 lb/in/sec
GR Gear Ratio 11-19 E9.4 C:1
BFDRAG Drag Coefficient 20-28 E9.4 in/lb/sec
BKD Flux 29-37 E9.4
BRA Resistance 38-46 E9.4 Ohms
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Example Response Problem
The use of this computer program, TTDSM, is illustrated
for one specific problem involving the five year high reliability
tape transport. Figure E-4 shows a schematic figure of the
transport with its dynamic properties. The disturbing forces
are generated from eccentricities in the idlers and capstans.
The first example is the calculation of the natural frequen-
cies of the system. The input data for the natural frequency
calculation is shown in Figure E-5 as computer printout. All
input data is always printed out prior to computation. The
natural frequencies are obtained through a searching technique
and therefore, the initial step size (delta) should be larger
than 5.0 rad sec-1 and the starting frequency must be greater
than zero. The searching technique ends either after the set
number of frequencies or on the maximum frequency, while the
error criterion is used to determine the natural frequency
accuracy span. It should be noted that in these examples the
tape mass is included and modeled in terms of an equivalent low
inertia idler in the center of each system element. The result-
ing output data is shown in Figure E-6 where the natural frequency
is given in hertz and the mode shape (theta) in radians.
The second illustrated example is that of the steady state
vibrational response. The input data for this calculation is
given in Figure E-7. Here the forcing frequency (a single fre-
quency forcing function is allowed per data set) is shown as
ST.FREQ., the damping constant on each mechanical component as
DRAG COEF, and the forcing function amplitudes (sine and cosine
components) to obtain proper phasing, if required,as PERT TORQ.
Again,the tape mass is modeled in terms of a equivalent low in-
ertia idler in the center of each system element. The output
data shown in Figure E-8 tabulate the response (i.e., displacement)
at each component in the transport in terms of amplitude and
phase angle. These data also show the rms vibration velocity of
each element of the transport.
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Tape Data:
L = 1500 ft.
E = 650000 psi
t = 0.00112 in.
W = 1.0 in.
J = 0.01085 J = 0.0466 lb.in.sec
2
R = 2.0 in. R = 3.375 in.
J = 0.00012
R = 0. 75" - 4
Fiur E 3 kA4  PROER
Ml M2 M 3 M 4M65
Reel Idler Capstan Capstan Idler Reel
Figure E-4 TRANSPORT DYNAMIC PROPERTIES
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Figure E-5
System Frequency Calculation Input Data
CONTROL INPUT DATA
DELTA= .50000+01 T MAX= .70000+00 AM1.TAPE= .15000*04 ERROR CRIT.= .10000*01 ST.FREQ= .40000+01
NO.FREQ= 6 NO.SETS= I SC1= 1 SC2= 0 FREQ.INT.= .00000
MAX.FREQUENCY= .400404
TAPE INPUT DATA
DENSITY= .66000-01 MOD.ELST= .65000+06 THK.TAPE= .11200-02 wTH.TAPE= .10000+01 TAPE VELN .30000+01
TAPE TRANSPORT INPUT DATA
REEL*CODE=6 INERT.HUB= .1085-01 R.HUB= .2000.01 DRAG COEF= .3820-02 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)= .0000
FLUX= .5880+01 RESIST= .6000+02 VOLTS= .0000 PT.CD=1 NA= 1
TAPE*CODE=4 TAPE LGTH= .2715+01 PT.CD=1
IDLERCODE=6 INERT.HUB= .2183-06 R.HUB= .1000+01 DRAG COEF= .0000 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORG(C)= .0000
PT.CO=1 NA= 1
TAPECODE=4 TAPE LGTH= .2715+01 PT.CD=1
IDLERCODE=6 INERT.HUB= .1200-03 R.HUB= .7500+00 DRAG COEF= .6960-03 PERT.TORQ(S)= .5970-04 PERT.TORG(C)a .8000-04
PT.CD=1 NA= 1
TAPECODE=4 TAPE LGTH= .2695+01 PT.CD=1
IDLERCODE=6 INERT.HUR= .2183-06 R.HUB= .1000+01 DRAG COEF= .0000 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)= .0000
PT.CD=1 NA= 1
TAPECODE=3- TAPE LGTH= .2695+01 PT.CD=I
CAPSTAN*CODE=6 INERT.HUB= .1200-03 R.HUB= .6250+00 DRAG COEF= .5800-03 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)= .0000
FLUX= .1040+01 RESIST= .4000+02 VOLTS= .0000 PT.CD=1 NA= 1
TAPE.CODE=4 TAPE LGTH= .2285+01 PT.CD=1
IDLERCODE=6 INERT.HUR= .2075-06 R.HUB= .1000+01 DRAG COEF= .2000-02 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)M 
.0000
PT.CD=1 NA= 1
TAPECODE=3 TAPE LGTH= .2285+01 PT*CD=1
CAPSTAN.CODE=6 INERT.HUB= .1200-03 R.HUB= .6250+00 DRAG COEF= .5800-03 
PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)= .0000
FLUX= .104001 RESIST= .4000+02 VOLTS= .0000 PT.CD=1 NA= 1
TAPE.COnE=4 TAPE LGTH= .3160-11 PT.CD=1
IDLEHOCODE= INERT.H4U-= .2183-06 R.HUIJ= .10U001 DRAG COLF= .000U PERTTORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.1Oj3(C)= .0000
PT.CD=1 .NA=
TAPECODE=4 TAPE LGTH= .3760+01 PT.CD=1
IDLERtCODE=6 INERT.HUR= .1200-03 R.HU9= .7500+00 DRAG COEF= .6960-03 PENT.TORe(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)c .0000
PT.CD=1 NA= 1
TAPECODE=4 TAPE LGTH= .2140*01 PT.CO=1
IDLERCODE=6 INERT.HUR= .2183-0b R.HUB= .1000*01 DRAG COEF= .0000 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)= .0000
PT.CD=1 NA= 1
TAPE*CODE=2 TAPE LGTH= .2140+01 PT.CD=1
REEL9CODE=1 INERT.HUB= .4660-01 R.HUB= .3375+01. DRAG CDEF= .3820-02 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)a .0000
h) FLUX= .5880+01 RESIST= .6000.02 VOLTS= .0000 PT.CD=I NA= 1
Figure E-5 Continued
Figure E-6
Frequency Calculation Output Data








6 . 1968+00 ,4695+02
7 .7909-01 .4696+02
A -. 1943+00 .4720+02
9 -. 5841+00 .4720+02








2 -. 1108+01 .5653+03
3 -. 4288+01 .5652+03
4 -. 4779+01 .4222+03
5 -. 1015+02 .4220+03
6 -. 6392+01 .1606+02
7 -. 1031+02 .1578+02
A -. 4393+01 -,3966+03
9 -. 3125+01 -. 3968+03
























2 -. 1363+02 .3924+04
3 -. 3767+02 ,3920+04




8 -. 1408+02 .6034+04
9 -. 6030+02 .6030+04
in -. 2192+02 -,7927+04
11 .4146+00 -. 7934+04
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Figure E-6 Continued




















2 -. 2486+05 .6665+07
3 .1711+02 -. 6669+07
4 -. 2076+03 .5954+05
5 -. 2524+02 -. 5181+05




10 -. 6940.11 .2363+14
11 -. 8715+10 -. 1360+14
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Figure E-7
System Response Calculation Input Data
CONTROL INPUT DATA
DELTA= .50000+01 T M AX= .70000+00 ~MI.TAPE= .15000+04 ERROR CRIT.: .10000+01 SI.FREQ= .40000+01
NO.FREO: 1 NO.SETS= 4 SC= 3 SC2= 0 FREQ.INT.w .00000
HAX.FREOUENCY: .200404
TAPE INPUT DATA
DENSITY= .66000-01 MUO.ELST= .65000+06 THK.TAPE= .11200-02 WTH.TAPE= .10000+01 TAPE VEL= .33000.01
TAPE TRANSPORT INPUT DATA
REEL*CODE=6 INERT.HUB= .1085-01 R.HUB= .2000+01 DRAG COEF= .3820-02 PERT.TORO(S): .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)= .0000
FLUX= .5880+01 RESIST=: 6000*02 VOLTS= .0000 PT.CD=1 NA= 1
TAPECODE=4 TAPE LGTH= .2715+01 PT.CD=1 HEAD COEF.= .0000
IDLERCODE=6 INERT.HURB .2183-06 R.HUB= .1000+01 DRAG COEF= .0000 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)= .0000
PT.CD=1 NA: 1
TAPEvCO0E:4 TAPE LGTH= .2715*01 PT.CD=1 HEAD COEF.= .0000
IDLERCODE=6 INERT.HUB= .1200-03 R.HUB= .7500+00 DRAG COEF= .6960-03 PERT.TORQ(S)= .5970-04 PERT.TORQIC)m .8000-04
I PT.CD=1 NAz 1
TAPECODE=4 TAPE LGTH= *2695+01 PT.CD=1 HEAD COEF.: .0000
IDLERCODE=6 INERT.HUB= .2183-06 R.HUB= .1000+01 DRAG COEF= .0000 PERT.TORQ(S):. 0000 PERT.TORQ(C): .0000
PT.CD=1 NA= 1
TAPECODE=3 TAPE LGTH= .2695*01 PT.CD=1 HEAD COEF.= .0000
CAPSTAN#CODE=6 INERT.HUB:= .1200-03 R.HUB= .6250+00 DRAG COEF= .5800-03 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)= .0000
FLUX= .1040+01 RESIST= .4000+02 VOLTS= .0000 PT.CD=1 NA= 1
TAPECDDE:4 TAPE LGTH= .2285+01 PT.CD=I HEAD COEF.= .0000
IDLER*CODE=6 INERT.HUB= .2075-06 R.HUB= .1000+01 DRAG COEF= .2000-02 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)2 .0000
PT.CD:1 NA= 1
TAPEsCODE=3 TAPE LGTH= .2285*01 PT.CD1 HEAD COEF.= .0000
CAPSTAv.CODE:6 INERT.HUB= .1200-03 R.HUB= .6250+00 DRAG COEF= .5800-03 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)a .0000
FLUX= .104001 RESIST: .4000.02 VOLTS= .0000 PT.CD=I NA: 1
TAPECODEZ4 TAPE LGTH= .3760*01 PT.CD=1 HEAD COEF.= .0000
IDLER*CODE=6 INERT.HUB= .2183-06 R.HUB= .1000+01 DRAG COEF= .0000 PERT.ToRU(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)= .0000
PT.CD=I NA= 1
TAPEYCODE=4 TAPE LGTH= .3760#01 PT.CD=1 HEAD COEF.= .0000
IDLERCODE=6 INERT.HU8= .1200-03 R.HUB= .7500+00 DRAG COEF= .6960-03 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)= .0000
PT.CD=1 NA= I
TAPECODE=4 TAPE LGTH= .214001 PT.CD=1 HEAD CnEF.= .0000
IDLERoCODE=6 INERT.HUB= .2183-06 R.HUB= .1000+01 DRAG COEF= .0000 PERT.TORG(S)= .0000 PERT.TORG(C)= .0000
PT.CD=I NA= 1
TAPE9CODE=2 TAPE LGTH= .2140fnl PT.CD=1 4EAD COEF.= .0000
REELCODE=1 INERT.HUBs .4660-01 R.HUB= .3375.01 DRAG COEF= .3820-02 PERT.TORQ(S)= .0000 PERT.TORQ(C)= .0000
FLUX= .588001 RESIST= .6000.02 VOLTS= .0000 PT.CDI1 NA= 1
Figure E-7 Continued
SET NO. I RESPONSF OUlPUT
ELEMENT NO. 1 RESPONSE=s .00000 INCHES
ELEMENT NO, 2 RESPONSE= .23430-15 INHAE RESPONSE AMPLITUDE= .23430-15 INCHES PHASE= ,0000 RAD.
ELEMENT NO. 3 RESPONSE= .00000 INCHES
ELEMENT NO. 4 RESPONSE=-.88818-15 INCHES RESPONSE AMPLITUOE= .88818-15 INCHES PHASE= .0000 RAD.
ELEMENT NO. 5 RESPONSF= .00000 INCHES
ELEMENT NO. 6 RESPONSE=-.35527-14 INCHES RESPONSE AMPLITUDE= .35527-14 INCHES PHASE= .0000 RAD.
ELEMENT NO. 7 RESPONSE= .80000-04 INCHES
ELEMENT NO. 8 RESPONSE=-.l7764-14 INCHES RESPONSE AMPLITUDE= .80000-04 INCHES PHASE= -1.5708 RAD.
ELEMENT NO. 9 RESPONSE. .78063-17 INCHES
ELEMENT NO. 10 RESPONSE= .11102-14 INCHES RESPONSE AMPLITUDE= .11103-14 INCHES PHASE= .0070 RAD.
ELEMENT NO. 11 RESPONSE=-.20126-05 INCHES
ELEMENT NO, 12 RESPONSE=-o35359-06 INCHES RESPONSE AMPLITUDE= o20434-05 INCHES PHASE= 1.3969 RAD.
ELEMENT NO. 13 RESPONSE= .17764-14 INCHES
ELEMENT NO. 14 RESPONSEe=-oI315-05 INCHES RESPONSE AMPLITUDE= .11315-05 INCHES PHASE= -.0000 RAO.
ELEMENT NO. 15 RESPONSE= .00000 INCHES
ELEMENT NO, 16 RESPONSE= .00000 INCHES RESPONSE AMPLITUDE= .00000 INCHES PHASE= .0000 RAD.
ELEMENT NO. 17 RESPONSE= .00000 INCHES
ELEMENT NO. 18 RESPONSE= .00000 INCHES RESPONSE AMPLITUDE= .00000 INCHES PHASE= .0000 RAD
ELEMENT NO. 19 RESPONSE= .00000 INCHES
ELEMENT NO, 20 RESPONSE= .00000 INCHES RESPONSE AMPLITUDE= .00000 INCHES PHASE= .0000 RAD.
ELEMENT NO. 21 RESPONSE= .00000 INCHES
ELEMENT NO, 22 RESPONSE= .00000 INCHES RESPONSE AMPLITUDE= .00000 INCHES PHASE= .0000 
RAD.
Figure E-8 Response Output Data
APPENDIX F







The schematic diagram of the speed control panel is shown
in Figure F-I. Operational amplifier A401 (Fairchild type
A748TC) sums the velocity-command voltage, -Xc (from Figure
F-3), and the measured-velocity voltage, X (from Figure F-2),
via R401 and R402,respectively, to serve as the comparator; and
also functions as the augmenting integrator by virtue of its
feedback through R406 and C405. At frequencies above 70 Hz
(established by R406 and C405), the voltage gain of this ampli-
D *
fier from either X or -X c (each of which has a scale factor of
100 millivolts per inch/second of tape speed) to pin 6 of Q401
is -47; while at frequencies below 70 Hz, the magnitude of
this gain varies inversely with frequency. The output of Q401
is applied via relay contact K401A (to permit turning off motor
drive in standby mode -- see section 2.2.5 Vol. II) to R410 which
provides means for adjusting the servo loop gain over a range of
about 20 dB.
Operational power amplifier Q410 (Inland Controls model
IC-50) is connected as indicated in the basic circuit of
Figure F-10 to form a transconductance amplifier. The motor
armature is connected between pins 12 and 24 of J401, R422 is
the current-sensing resistor, R419 is the feedback resistor,
and R412 is the input resistor. The overall "gain" or trans-
conductance of this amplifier from its input voltage at the
wiper of R410 to motor current is -0.347 amps/volt. For the
motor's (Magnetic Technology model 1937-050-115) nominal torque
constant of 10.4 oz-in/amp, this gain translates to -3.61 oz-in/
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Fig. F-1 SCHEMAVIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAMV OF SPEED-CONTROL PANEL
tional to amplifier input voltage in the presence of bearing
and brush/commutator friction drag, a small offset input giving
rise to a torque equal to the drag torque is provided through
R418 and set with R417. Resistor R415 sets the peak amplifier
output current limit at about +0.595 amperes which, in turn,
limits peak motor torque to +6.19 ounce-inches. Sensitivity of
meter M401 is set with R420 and R421 to produce an indication
of 500 pA (full scale) when the motor is developing a torque of
5 ounce-inches to facilitate direct reading of total torque.
Tachometer Processing (Figure F-2)
The frequency-to-voltage converter consists of a pulse
standardizer that produces two zero-based, stabilized-energy
pulses per cycle of A or B from the tachometer; and a low-pass
filter that extracts the average value of these pulses (which
is proportional to pulse frequency and, thus, capstan speed).
Pulse energy is stabilized to provide calibration stability,
and this is achieved by making the pulses rectangular and
accurately maintaining both pulse width and amplitude.
The K and I (inverted due to line-driving inverters on
transport -- see Figure F-8) signals from the tachometer
enter the processing circuitry on pins 6 and 24 respectively,of
J106. Due to the action of NAND gates Q18B and Q18C (each 1/4
of type 74L00O) and the input OR gate of monostable multivibrator
Q16 (type 74121), the latter is triggered on both positive and
negative transitions of B (or B) in the forward (record) direc-
tion, and of A (or K) in the reverse (play) direction. Each
time Q16 is triggered, it produces a positive-going rectangular
pulse about 8 I seconds wide at pin 6. The width of this pulse
is directly related to the product of C30 and the sum of R31
and R32, and is essentially independent of the termperature of
Q16 and moderate changes in supply voltage. However, the pulse
is not zero based (i.e., output amplitude between pulses is
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the circuitry involving transistors Q30 and Q31 (each type
2N4126) is employed to impart these characteristics.
Between pulses, when the voltage at pin 6 of Q16 is low,
the base voltage of Q30 is pulled sufficiently below the fixed
base voltage of Q31 (about +11 volts) that Q30 is turned on and
draws all of the current flowing through R36 and R37. As a
consequence, Q31 is cut off and there is no voltage developed
across R40 -- thus providing the required zero base for the
pulses. During each pulse, when the voltage at pin 6 of Q16 is
high, the base voltage of Q31 such that Q30 is cut off and all
of the current flowing through R36 and R37 is drawn by Q31
through R40 to develop a stable pulse amplitude of about 10
volts. This amplitude is inversely related to the sum of R36
and R37, and is essentially independent of moderate variations
in the characteristics of Q31.
The standardized pulses developed across R40 are passed
through a noniverting, unity-gain active low-pass filter
(Frequency Devices type 730BT-3) to obtain their average value.
Cutoff frequency of this filter in Hertz is 10,000/(Rz+ 5 ) where
R is the resistance in kilohms of R43, R44, R45, and R46.
Thus, with the 5.1-Kohm resistors used, cutoff frequency is
about 1000 Hz. The scale factor of the output voltage from the
filter is adjusted (with R31 and R36) to be 100 millivolts per
inch/second of tape speed (X).
The pulses developed across R40 are always positive,
regardless of direction of tape travel. Thus the signal out of
the filter also is always positive and proportional to the
absolute magnitude of tape speed, Xj. To provide the polarity-
sensitive speed signal, X, required by the speed-control servo,
the filter output is passed through an analog unity-gain inverting
amplifier employing Q33 (Fairchild type A741TC) and relay con-
tact K30-C is used to select the proper signal polarity. Thus,
in the forward (record) direction, the relay is operated and
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the filter output is used for X; while in the reverse (play)
direction, the relay is released and the inverter output is
used for X.
The polarity of the phase difference between A and B
tachometer signals is sensed with D-type flip-flop Q19B (1/2 of
type 74L74) which stores and reproduces at its pin-9 output
(F) the level of its pin-12 input (A), each time its pin-11
input (B) makes a positive transition. Thus its pin-9 output
(F) is high in the forward (record) direction, and its pin-8
output (F) is high in the reverse (play) direction. These two
outputs are used to drive (via transistors Q34, Q35, and Q36)
relay K30 which, in turn, effects the polarity switching of the
X signal mentioned above, as well as several other direction-
related switching operations. A magnetically-latching relay
(Automatic Electric series HRM, cat. no. HF-26) is used for
K30 to provide the nonvolatile memory of direction required for
the power-off dynamic braking of the reel motors (see section
2.2.4.5, Vol. II).
Although filter Q32 effectively attenuates the pulse-rate
ripple in the X signal at even the minimum operating tape speed
of 3 inches/second, the ripple becomes quite large at lower
speeds. To prevent these high-ripple levels from entering the
speed-control servo, the X output from K30-C is switched off
by relay contact K31-A whenever tape speed magnitude is below
about 1.6 inches/second. This relay contact also is used to
prevent the wrong polarity X signal from being applied to the
servo (which would result in positive feedback) even briefly
when K30 is changing state.
The state of K30 is sensed with its contact K30-A which
gives rise to a high output (Fr) at pin 8 of inverter Q12-F
(1/6 of type 7404) when K30 is latched (operated),,and a high
output (Br) at pin 6 of inverter Q12-E (1/6 of type 7404) when
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K30 is released. These signals are compared with sensed-direction
signals F and F in NAND gates Q4A, Q4D, and Q4B (each 1/4 of type
74L00) to yield a signal to pin 6 of Q4B that is high only when the
relay state corresponds to the actual direction. Retriggerable
monostable multivibrator Q17 (type 74L122) and D-type flip-flop
Ql9A (1/2 of type 74L74) are combined to form a frequency or pulse-
rate threshold detector, which produces a high output (VI) at pin 6
of Q19A only when the input pulse rate (from pin 6 of Q16) exceeds
about 2000 per second. This threshold corresponds to a tape speed
of 1.57 in/sec, and is set with R65. Finally, NAND gate Q4C (1/4
of type 74L00) combines the V1 and K30-state-verification signals
to cause K31 (G.B. 821C-6 reed type) to be operated (via inverter
Q7C and transistor Q37) only when K30 is in the proper state and
tape speed is greater than about 1,6 inches/second.
Speed-Command Generator (Figure F-3)
Speeds in the slow and fast ranges are selected by manually
setting the panel-mounted variable resistors R84 and R81, respectively.
In the record mode, relay contact Kl-D is operated and applies +15
volts to one of these two resistors, depending on which speed range
is selected with toggle switch S81. In the play mode, relay contact
K2-D is operated and applies -15 volts to only the fast-range
resistor, R81. For a constant or slowly-varying voltage at the
arm of either R81 or R84, the three operational amplifiers, Q82,
Q83, and Q84 (each Fairchild type IA741TC) behave as a single
operational amplifier to produce a proportional output voltage
(-Xc ) at pin 6 of Q84 (and pin 14 of J103 and J104). The voltage
gain is defined by the input summing resistors R82 and R85, and
feedback resistor R91. Thus, R84 permits adjusting the DC voltage
at pin 6 of Q84 from about -0.2 to -1.0 volts (record mode only);
while R81 permits adjusting this voltage from about -2 to -8.3
volts in the record mode and about +2 to +8.3 volts in the play
mode. The scale factor relating these output voltages (-Xc) to
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Fig. F - 3 SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF SPEED -COMMAND GENERATOR
where positive velocity is defined to be motion in the
record direction.
Operational amplifier Q84 is connected as a unity-gain
inverter, so the output of Q83 is simply Xc with a scale factor
of 10 in/sec per volt. Operational amplifier Q83 is connected
as an inverting integrator with a gain of -1/4- per second, so
*o 2
the output of Q82 is -Xc with a scale factor of 2.5 in/sec per
volt. Thus the rate limit of Xc, or the maximum tape accelera-
tion, is established by limiting the output voltage of Q82.
This action is performed by a pair of active feedback limiters
consisting of Q80, Q81, and their associated components. Variable
resistor R88 permits adjusting the voltage limit of Q82's output
from about +2.4 to +10.3 volts, which corresponds to an accelera-
tion range of about -6 to -26 in/sec2; while variable resistor
R94 permits adjusting the opposite-polarity limits over the
same ranges.
Operational amplifier Q85 (Fairchild type pA741TC) is con-
nected as a unity-gain inverting full-wave.rectifier to provide
a signal approximately proportional to the absolute magnitude
of Xc (i.e., Xc ) for use as a secondary input to the reel-
drive servos. Due to the 0.6 to 0.7-volt inherent threshold of
the diodes D84 and D85 (each type IN914), the output of Q85 is
linearly related to the magnitude of commanded speeds only for




When switch S201 (having three poles: S201A, S201B, and
S201C) is is position F (see Figure F-4), the circuit configuration
is that of a Tension-Control Servo which operates as follows.
Operational amplifier Q201 (Fairchild type -A741TC) sums
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Fig.F-4 SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF LEFT-REEL CONTROL PANEL
with R205 and R201 respectively), and the measured-tension
voltage, -F, via resistors R202, R203, R206, and R210 to serve
as the comparator; and also functions as the integrator by
virtue of its feedback through C206 (and C205). The voltage
gain of this amplifier from -F to the junction of R212 and R214
is unity (with -90' phase shift) at 8 Hz,and varies inversely
with frequency. Diode D201 is employed to prevent Q201 from
ever developing a positive input (corresponding to a negative
torque command) to the power amplifier Q202; and diode D200
simply prevents Q201 from saturating when D201 is not conducting.
Operational power amplifier Q20 2 (Inland Controls model
IC-50) is connected as indicated in the basic circuit of Fig-
ure F-5 to form a transductance amplifier. The motor armature
is connected between pins 12 and 24 of J201, R225 is the current-
sensing resistor, R221 is the feedback resistor, and R214 is the
input resistor. The torque-command input voltage (at junction
of R212 and R214) for this power amplifier normally is produced
by Q201, but a minimum input limit is established by R212 and
the setting of R213 to provide a small residual torque and tape
tension in the standby mode when the output from Q201 tends to
go to zero. The overall "gain" or transductance of the power
amplifier from its input voltage at the junction of R212 and
R214 to motor current is -0.110 amps/volt. For the motor's
(Magnetic Technology model 3000B-065-110) nominal torque constant
of 39 oz-in/amp, this gain translates to -4.30 oz-in/volt. To
make the net useful output torque of the motor proportional to
amplifier input voltage in the presence of bearing and brush/
commutator friction drag, a small offset input causing a torque
equal to the drag torque is provided through R217 and set with
R216. Resistor R223 sets the peak amplifier output current
limit at about +1.47 amperes which, in turn, limits peak motor
torque to +57.4 ounce-inches. Sensitivity of meter M201 is set
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Fig. F-5 BASIC CIRCUIT OF TRANSCONDUCTANCE POWER
AMPLIFIER AND DC MOTOR
scale) when the motor is developing a torque of 50 ounce-inches
to facilitate direct reading of total torque.
Output from the tension-sensing instrument, having a scale
factor of about 40 millivolts per ounce of tape tension, appears
at pin 13 of J201 and is amplified by operational amplifier
Q203 (Fairchild type p.A777TC). Gain of this amplifier is set with
R231 to produce a scale factor at its output (pin 6 of Q203) of
500 millivolts per ounce of tape tension. This signal is then
fed back to the power amplifier through C203 and R219 to provide
phase-lead damping, and is inverted by operational amplifier
Q204 (Fairchild type A741TC) to provide the proper polarity
for closing the tension-control loop.
When switch S201 is in position H, the circuit configuration
is transformed to that of an open-loop torque-control system by
disconnecting the feedback from the tension sensor (at output
of Q203) and changing Q201 to an amplifier by substituting R211
for C206 as its feedback impedance. In this torque-control
configuration, Q201 simply sums the primary and secondary
tension-command inputs to yield a proportional torque-command
voltage.
Tension-Capstan Control (Figure F-6)
Operational power amplifier Q301 (Inland Controls Model
IC-50) is connected as indicated in the basic circuit of Figure
F-10 to form a transconductance amplifier. The motor armature
is connected between pins 12 and 24 of J301, R310 is the current-
sensing resistor, R311 is the feedback resistor, and R302 is the
input resistor. The torque or tension-increment command input
voltage (at arm of S301) for this power amplifier is zero when
S301 is off, and is set with R301 when S301 is on. The overall
"gain" or transconductance of the power amplifier, from its
input voltage to motor current,is -0.055 amps/volt for the
motor's (Magnetic Technology Model 1937-050-115) nominal torque
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Fig. F -6 SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF TENSION-CAPSTAN CONTROL
PANEL
oz-in/volt. To make the net useful output torque of the motor
proportional to amplifier input voltage in the presence of
bearing and brush/commutator friction drag, a small offset input
giving rise to a torque equal to the drag torque is provided
through R306 and set with R305. Resistor R308 sets the peak
amplifier output current limit at about +0.595 amperes which, in
turn, limits peak motor torque to +6.19 ounce-inches. Sensitivity
of meter M301 is set with R313 and R314 to produce an indication
of 500p±A (full scale) when the motor is developing a torque
of 5 ounce-inches to facilitate direct reading of total torque.
Tension-Command Exciter (Figure F- 7)
Operational amplifier Q120 (Fairchild Type A741TC) is
connected as an inverting amplifier with a voltage gain (from
junction of D120 and R120 to pin 6 of Q120) of -6.5. In the
standby mode when the tape is not moving, the input from Q14A
is "low" (less than +0.3 volt), so due to the threshold of
D120, the input voltage to Q120 is zero and its output is zero.
On the other hand, in either the record of play mode, or in the
standby mode while the tape is still moving, the input from
Q14A is "high" (greater than +2.4 volts), so due to the voltage
drop of D120, the input voltage to Q120 is at least +1.75,and
its output voltage tends to go to at least -11.4 volts. However,
zener diode D121 acts as a feedback limiter to hold the amplifier
output at -10 volts. By virtue of the input and overall feed-
back resistors R175 and R133 respectively, the three operational
amplifiers Q123, Q124, and Q125 (each Fairchild Type pA741TC)
behave under steady-state conditions as a single operational
amplifier connected as a unity-gain inverter (gain trimmed with
R126) to produce an output, VF, at pin 6 of Q125 which is equal
in magnitude but opposite in polarity to the output of Q120.
Thus, the steady-state values of VF are either zero or +10 volts.
Operational amplifier Q12 5 is connected as a unity-gain
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Fig. F- 7 SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF TENSION - COMMAND AND
DRAG - COMPENSATION EXCITERS
amplifier Q124 is connected as an inverting integrator with a
o
gain of about 
-2 per second, so the output of Q123 is 0.5VF.
Thus the maximum rate at which VF can change is established by
limiting the output voltage of Q123. This action is performed
by a pair of active feedback limiters consisting of Q121, Q122,
and their associated components. Variable resistor R129 permits
adjusting the voltage limit of Q123's output from about +2.4 to
+10.3 volts, which corresponds to VF rates from 4.8 to 20.6
volts/second; while variable resistor R136 permits adjusting
the opposite-polarity limits over the same ranges.
Drag-Compensation Exciter (Figure F-7)
Relay contact K30-B (Figure F-7) is operated when the
tape is moving forward, is released when the tape is moving
backward, and may be in either state when the tape is stationary.
Relay contact KI-E is operated in the record mode, relay contact
K2-E is operated in the play mode, and both KI-E and K2-E are
released in the standby mode. Resistor R154, in conjunction with
either R151, R152, or R153, depending on the states of the relay
contacts, serves as the input resistor of operational amplifier
Q151 (Fairchild Type pA741TC) which is connected as an inverting
amplifier with a gain of -2/3. Thus in the record mode with the
tape moving forward, the effective input voltage (via R152) is
-15 and the output of Q151, VD, is +10 volts; in the play mode
with the tape moving backward, the effective input voltage (via
R151) is +15 and VD is -10 volts; and in standby, the effective
input voltage (via R153) is zero, so VD is zero. Operational
amplifier Q152 (Fairchild Type pA741TC) is connected as a unity-
gain inverter to produce an output of -VD.
Power-Off Dynamic Braking
The power-off shorting action is readily provided by
normally-closed contacts on the main power relay, K170, but
since only the supply-reel motor is to be shorted and the tape
can be moving in either direction when power is lost, it is
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necessary to also have a nonvolatile memory of tape direction
to permit shorting, the proper reel motor. This memory is pro-
vided by using a magnetic-latching type relay (Automatic Electric
Series HRM, number HF-26) for K30, which performs all direction-
related switching. The power-off dynamic braking is provided by
relay contacts K170-E, K170-F, K30-D and K30-E connected as
shown schematically in the upper-right corner of Figure F-10.
Mode Control System
A schematic of the mode control system is shown in Figure
F-8. Inputs from the left and right end-of-tape sensors appear
at pins 7 and 25 respectively of J106. Shunt capacitors C1 and
C2 suppress pickup in the cable of "hash" from the four DC drive
motors. Cascaded inverters Q11B and Q110 (each 1/6 of a type
7404) in conjunction with positive feedback through Rl act to
"square up" the output from the left end-of-tape sensor to pro-
duce standard logic-level signals TL and TL. Inverters QL1A
and Q11C with R2 perform the same function for the right end-of-
tape sensor to produce TR and TRO Two-input NAND gate Q6D
(1/4 of a type 74L00) combines TL and TR to produce the TLTR
signal which (via circuitry shown on Figure 2.2.13) electrically
locks up the main power relay under normal conditions, and shuts
off all power under abnormal conditions that cause TL and TR to
be high at the same time. Cross-coupled two-input NAND gates
Q1A and QlB (each 1/4 of a type 74L00) form the left end-of-tape
memory or latch, having outputs ML and L ; while Q3A and Q3B
(each 1/4 of a type 74LOO) similarly form the right end-of-tape
latch, having outputs MR and MR.
Record-mode relay Kl is energized by transistor Q26 and its
associated circuitry when the output from NAND gate Q14C (1/3
of a type 74L10) is high; and play relay K2 is similarly
energized by Q25 and its associated circuitry when the output
of NAND gate Q14B (1/3 of type 74L10) is high. When either of
these relays is energized, it is electrically locked up through
its driving logic by the signal (Rr and Pr respectively) derived
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Fig F-8 . SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF MODE-CONTROL SYSTEM
from its own F contact. Thus, pressing the normally-closed
standby push button, S3, in the relay supply line causes which-
ever relay is locked up to release.
Cross-coupled two-input NAND gates Q13C and Q13D (each 1/4
of a type 74L00) form the operate memory or latch, having out-
puts M0 and R . The latter output is combined with the Rr and
Pr signals in NAND Q4A (1/3 of a type 74L10) to produce the
Rr + Pr + MO signal which drives the tension-command exciter
(see Figure 2.2.10) directly, and relay K401 (via pin 18 of
J104) on the speed-control panel (see Figure F-1) through
transistor Q27 and its associated circuitry.
Transport Circuitry
A complete schematic circuit diagram of the transport,
including the head, is shown in Figure F-9. Each of the four
motors is shunted by a 0.02pF disk ceramic capacitor to suppress
electrical "hash" produced by the brush/commutator switching
actions. Inverters Q601C and Q601D (each 1/6 of a type 74R04)
are used as a line drivers at the outputs of the tachometer.
Shunt resistors R601 and R602, and capacitors C601 and C602 are
used on the outputs of these inverters to eliminate the effects
of cross coupling of the K and B signals in the output cable,
and to suppress pickup of "hash" from the motors. The outputs
of the two tension-sensing instruments are plugged into minia-
ture phone jacks J603 and J603 to facilitate routing these sig-
nals back to the main control panel via the cable plugged into
J601.
Power System (Figure F-10)
Diode D172 prevents the main power relay, K170, from being
energized unless the input supplies have the proper polarities,
while 20-volt zener diode D171 prevents K170 from being energized
unless both input supplies are present. If the input supplies
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K170. When the relay operates, its K170-B contact applies +24
volts to the power amplifiers, the +15 volt regulator, Q180, and
the +5 volt regulator, Q185; its K170-D contact applies +24 volts
to lamps and other relays; and its K170-A contact applies -20
volts to the power amplifiers and the -15 volt regulator, Q190.
If the tape is in its proper position through the end-of-tape
sensors, transitor Q171 then will be immediately saturated, via
transistor Q170, by the high signal from Q6D (see Figure F-8)
to effectively shunt S170 and keep K170 energized when S170 is
released (i.e. K170 becomes electrically locked up.). With S170
released, K170 will release and remove all power if the signal
from Q6D ever goes low. The normally-open contracts Kl-A and
K2-A of the record and play relays respectively parallel the
normally-closed "off" push button, S171, in series with K170 to
prevent the pressing of S171 from releasing K171 in either the
record or play modes.
Resistor R180 permits setting the output voltage of regulator
Q180 to +15 volts, and R183 in conjunction with transistor Q181
sets the load-current limit at about 240 mA. Similarly, R191
permits setting the output voltage of regulator Q190 to -15
volts, and R190 sets the load-current limit at about 210 mA.
The 17-volt zener diodes D180 and D190, and the 6.2-volt zener
diode D185 do not conduct under normal conditions and serve only
to protect all of the semiconductor circuitry connected to the
+15, -15, and +5 volt lines respectively from over voltage or
reverse voltage due, for example, to regulator failure or
inadvertent shorts between supply lines.
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